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PROG    progressive 
 
PST     past 
 
PSV     passive 
 
Q       question marker 
 
QUK     quick action 
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TIM     time conjunction 
 
TOP     topic 
 
1st      1st person 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1  Introduction 
     In this thesis, within the framework of the recent minimalist program (Chomsky 1993, 
1995, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008), I would like to investigate “sluicing” and cleft in 
Mongolian in comparison with those constructions in Japanese, and argue that “Mongolian 
sluicing” should not be derived from cleft. Sluicing, first mentioned in Ross (1969), is an 
elliptical construction which involves a remnant wh-phrase followed by an elliptical 
constituent as in (1b). 
 
(1)   a.   He is writing something, but you can’t imagine what he is writing. 
    b.   He is writing something, but you can’t imagine what ∆.   (Ross 1969: 252) 
 
Although the embedded clause of the second conjunct in (1b) is incomplete, its interpretation 
is the same as (1a). A number of works (Ross 1969, Chomsky 1972, Lasnik 2001, Merchant 
2001, 2008, Fox & Lasnik 2003, to name a few) argue that English sluicing involves 
wh-movement to [Spec, CP] followed by TP-deletion as illustrated in (2).
1
 
 
(2)   He is writing something, but you can’t imagine [CP whati [TP he is writing ti]]. 
 
Inoue (1976) and Takahashi (1993, 1994) observe that a similar phenomenon exists in 
                                                 
1
 Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey (1995) provide the LF-copying approach to English sluicing. I omit 
their discussions for expository reasons and innocently take the PF-deletion approach throughout this thesis. 
For some relevant discussions, see Takahashi (1994), Merchant (2001), among others. 
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Japanese as shown in (3c). 
 
(3)   a.   Mary-ga   nanika-o     katta   rasii  ga, 
       Mary-NOM  something-ACC  bought  likely  but 
       ‘It is likely Mary bought something, but…’ 
    b.   Boku-wa [CP kanozyo-ga  nani-o   katta   ka]  wakaranai. 
       I-TOP     she-NOM   what-ACC  bought  Q   know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what she bought.’ 
    c.   Boku-wa [CP nani-o   ka]  wakaranai. 
       I-TOP     what-ACC  Q   know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what.’                 (Takahashi 1994: 266) 
 
(3c) contains the incomplete embedded clause which consists of a remnant wh-phrase and a 
Q(uestion)-marker, but we can interpret (3c) in the same way as (3b), which contains a full 
indirect question. Although Takahashi (1993, 1994) proposes that Japanese sluicing-like 
construction (SLC) is derived in the same way as English sluicing as in (4a), it is now widely 
assumed that the SLC involves a different structure from sluicing (see Shimoyama 1995, 
Nishiyama, Whitman & Yi 1996, Kuwabara 1996, 1997, Kizu 1997, 2005, Merchant 1998, 
2001, Fukaya & Hoji 1999, Fukaya 2003, Saito 2004, Nakao & Yoshida 2005, Hasegawa 2006, 
2008, Craenenbroeck & Lipák 2007, 2009, among many others). According to the latter view, 
the SLC is derived from cleft by deleting/omitting the presupposition CP and the copula as 
illustrated in (4b).
2,3 
                                                 
2
 For the discussion about the deletion/omission of the presupposition CP and the copula, see chapter 2. 
3
 For other approaches to “Japanese sluicing,” see Hiraiwa and Ishihara (2002) and Kimura and Takahashi 
(to appear). 
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(4)   a.   The Wh-movement Analysis 
       Boku-wa [CP nanii-o  [TP kanozyo-ga ti katta]   ka]  wakaranai. 
       I-TOP     what-ACC   she-NOM   bought  Q   know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what she bought.’ 
    b.   The Cleft Analysis 
       Boku-wa [CP [CP kanozyo-ga katta  no]-ga  nani-o   (da)  ka] 
       I-TOP       she-NOM  bought that-NOM what-ACC  be  Q  
       wakaranai. 
       know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what it is that she bought.’ 
 
Some works (Kizu 1997, among others) which argue for the cleft analysis claim that not only 
the SLC in Japanese but also the one in other wh-in-situ languages such as Chinese, Korean, 
and Turkish should be derived from cleft. A generalization which captures this insight is 
proposed by Craenenbroeck and Lipák (2007, 2009) as in (5). 
 
(5)   The Wh/Sluicing-Correlation 
 The syntactic features that the [E]-feature has to check in a language L are identical 
to the strong features a wh-phrase has to check in a regular constituent question in L. 
(Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2009: 9) 
 
Abstracting away from some technical terms until the next chapter, this generalization 
informally states that wh-in-situ languages such as Japanese should not exhibit sluicing, since 
it is well established that wh-phrases in these languages do not undergo any overt movement. 
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Therefore, they conclude that the SLC in wh-in-situ languages could not derive from 
wh-movement, and supports its cleft-based derivation. 
     Contrary to the discussion above, however, I would like to show some novel data from 
Mongolian, which is one of the wh-in-situ languages (Janhunen 2003), and argue that 
“Mongolian sluicing” could not be derived from cleft. A similar phenomenon to sluicing also 
exists in Mongolian as in (6c).
4,5,6
 
 
(6)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP Oyuna-g  yu-g    zeelle-sn-ig    ni] 
       but   I    Oyuna-ACC what-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-not 
       ‘But, I don’t know what Oyuna borrowed.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
The incomplete embedded clause in (6c) consists of a remnant wh-phrase and an element 
                                                 
4
 In Mongolian, a verbal nominal object (see section 3.4) normally has a subject in the genitive or 
accusative Cases (Binnick 1979, among others). We will use accusative Case subjects throughout this thesis, 
unless they are relevant. 
5
 In Mongolian, the Case-marker of objects can be either nominative or accusative, depending on their 
specificity. Unless they are relevant, I will use accusative objects only for the expository reason. 
6
 3rd Personal Possessive Clitic ni in embedded clauses is actually optional in almost all the cases, but I 
will always insert it just for the expository reason. 
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which is called the 3rd Personal Possessive Clitic (PPC) by Hashimoto (2004), and its 
interpretation is the same as (6b).
7
 In addition, the cleft construction can be observed in 
Mongolian as in (7b), where the element which precedes the PPC is the presupposition and 
the one which follows it is the focused element.
8,9 
 
(7)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   ene  tort-ig    id-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  this  cake-ACC  eat-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna ate a cake.’ 
    b.   Oyuna-gin  id-sen   ni   tort-Ø. 
       Oyuna-GEN  eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM 
       ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
We then predict that “Mongolian sluicing” could be derived from cleft by deleting/omitting 
the presupposition part in the same way as “Japanese sluicing,” as illustrated in (8). 
 
(8)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
 
 
 
                                                 
7
 We will leave the status of the PPC and the accusative Case marker on the embedded verb until chapter 3. 
8
 Hashimoto (2006) illustrates the cleft construction in Mongolian as follows: 
(i) a. English:   It is [FOCUS] that [PRESUPPOSITION]. 
  b. Mongolian:  [PREUPPOSITION] ni [FOCUS].       (adapted from Hashimoto 2006: 18) 
9
 Mongolian cleft does not allow the pivot to bear the Case other than nominative. For some relevant 
discussions, see chapter 3. 
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    b.   Gevch, bi [CP [Oyuna-gin zeelle-sen   ni]   yu-g    ni] 
       but   I    Oyuna-GEN borrow-PERF 3rd.PPC what-ACC  3rd.PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what it is that Oyuna borrowed.’ 
 
In this thesis, however, I would like to show some novel data which seem incompatible with 
the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC, and argue against the assumption that “sluicing” in 
wh-in-situ languages is uniformly derived from cleft. 
 
1.2  Organization of the Thesis 
     In chapter 2, I first review Takahashi’s (1993, 1994) wh-movement analysis of Japanese 
SLC. Assuming that Japanese has optional syntactic wh-movement, he argues that the 
derivation of Japanese SLC is the same as the one of English sluicing under the PF-deletion 
analysis (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001, among many others): Japanese SLC involves syntactic 
wh-movement to [Spec, CP] followed by TP-deletion. Although this analysis is preferable in 
that it obeys the generalization on ellipsis proposed by Lobeck (1990, 1995) and Saito & 
Murasugi (1990), there are at least two problems: the optional presence of copulas and 
non-wh remnants. Next, I review the cleft analysis of Japanese SLC developed by Nishiyama, 
Whitman and Yi (1996) and Saito (2004). They show some similarities between Japanese 
SLC and cleft, and argue that the underlying source of the former involves the latter. This 
analysis could overcome the problems with the wh-movement analysis. Moreover, I will show 
the extension of the cleft analysis to “sluicing” in other wh-in-situ languages by Kizu (1997) 
and Craenenbroeck and Lipák (2007, 2009). 
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     Chapter 3 shows some (basic) properties of the Khalkha dialect of Mongolian: word 
order, wh-phrases in-situ, Personal Possessive Clitic (PPC), the absence of agreement, 
pro-drop, argument ellipsis, and in particular “sluicing” and cleft. “Mongolian sluicing” 
exhibits the following properties: (i) It does not exhibit Case-matching effects; (ii) It can 
optionally accommodate copulas; (iii) It exhibits sloppy identity; (iv) It can accommodate 
non-wh remnants; and (v) It can accommodate multiple remnants. Mongolian cleft 
constructions exhibit the following properties: (i) The pivot must bear nominative Case; (ii) It 
can accommodate wh-phrases; (iii) Copulas can optionally follow the pivot; (iv) Adjuncts 
cannot be in the pivot; and (v) Multiple cleft is impossible.  
     In chapter 4, I first illustrate “Mongolian sluicing” under the cleft analysis. Since 
Mongolian permits both pro-drop and argument ellipsis, the cleft analysis seems applicable to 
Mongolian SLC. However, I show some arguments against such an approach including (i) the 
function and the distribution of Personal Possessive Clitic, (ii) the distribution of copulas and 
copular particles, and (iii) the (im)possibility of multiple sluicing and multiple cleft. These 
arguments suggest that it may be implausible to regard the cleft construction as the underlying 
source of Mongolian SLC and require a reconsideration of the claim that “sluicing” in 
wh-in-situ languages is uniformly derived from cleft. 
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Chapter 2 
Japanese Sluicing as a Concealed Cleft 
 
2.1  The Wh-movement Analysis 
2.1.1 Licensing by a Functional Head and the Presence of Syntactic Wh-movement 
     Takahashi (1993, 1994) argues that Japanese SLC as in (1b) involves syntactic 
wh-movement followed by TP-deletion in a similar way to the PF-deletion analysis of English 
sluicing (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001, among others), as illustrated in (2). 
 
(1)   a.   Mary-ga   nanika-o     katta   rasii  ga, 
       Mary-NOM  something-ACC  bought  likely  but 
       ‘It is likely Mary bought something, but…’ 
    b.   Boku-wa [CP nani-o   ka]  wakaranai. 
       I-TOP     what-ACC  Q   know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what.’                 (Takahashi 1994: 266) 
(2)   Boku-wa [CP nanii-o  [TP kanozyo-ga ti katta]   ka]  wakaranai. 
    I-TOP     what-ACC   she-NOM   bought  Q   know.not 
    ‘I don’t know what she bought.’ 
This approach to “Japanese sluicing” is compatible with the generalization that only agreeing 
heads can license deletion (Lobeck 1990, 1995 and Saito & Murasugi 1990). Assuming Fukui 
and Speas’s (1987) classification of functional heads, they show that TP-deletion is only 
licensed with a [+wh] C
0
 as in (3a), but not with non-agreeing C
0
s such as that and whether, 
as shown in (3b) and (3c). 
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(3)   a.   John met somebody, but I don’t know [CP whoi [C C'[+wh] [TP John met ti]]]. 
    b.   *Jim says that UConn will win the NCAA, but I’m not sure [CP [C' whether [TP           
       UConn will win the NCAA]]]. 
    c.   *Jim says that UConn will win the NCAA, but I don’t believe [CP [C' that [TP           
       UConn will win the NCAA]]].            (Takahashi 1994: 168) 
 
Takahashi (1993, 1994) argues that “Japanese sluicing” is restricted in the same way. He 
claims that, unlike the agreeing C
0
 ka, the non-agreeing C
0
s such as kadooka ‘whether’ and to 
‘that’ are not compatible with TP-deletion. 
 
(4)   a.   *Jim-ga [CP UConn-ga   NCAA-ni  katu to]  itteru ga, 
       John-NOM  UConn-NOM NCAA-in  win  that  says but 
       boku-wa [CP [TP UConn-ga   NCAA-ni  katu] kadooka] wakaranai. 
       I-TOP       UConn-NOM NCAA-in  win  whether  know.not 
       ‘Jim says that UConn will win the NCAA, but I don’t know whether.’ 
    b.   *Jim-ga [CP UConn-ga   NCAA-ni  katu to]  itteru ga, 
       Jim-NOM  UConn-NOM NCAA-in  win  that  says but 
       boku-wa [CP [TP UConn-ga   NCAA-ni  katu] to]  omowanai. 
       I-TOP       UConn-NOM NCAA-in  win  that  think.not 
       ‘Jim says that UConn will win the NCAA, but I don’t think that.’ 
(Takahashi 1994: 275) 
 
Therefore, if the generalization in Lobeck (1990, 1995) and Saito & Murasugi (1990) is 
correct, Takahashi’s analysis of Japanese SLC is motivated both empirically and theoretically. 
 10 
 
     However, as shown in (5), Japanese is one of the wh-in-situ languages and does not 
have any syntactic wh-movement. 
 
(5)   Taroo-wa  nani-o   katta  no? 
    Taroo-TOP  what-ACC  bought Q 
    ‘What did Taro buy?’ 
 
Therefore, the wh-movement analysis of “sluicing” in wh-in-situ languages seems 
implausible. 
     Contra this traditional assumption, Takahashi (1993) argues that Japanese does exhibit 
syntactic wh-movement. There are two arguments. First, although Japanese scrambling can be 
undone at LF as in (6), which is called the radical reconstruction property (Saito 1989, 1992), 
some instances of scrambling of wh-phrases cannot, as shown in (7). 
 
(6)   a.   John-ga  [CP Mary-ga  nani-o   katta  ka] sitteiru. 
       John-NOM   Mary-NOM what-ACC  bought Q  know 
       ‘John knows what Mary bought.’ 
    b.   Nani-oi   John-ga  [CP Mary-ga  ti  katta  ka] sitteiru. 
       what-ACC  John-NOM   Mary-NOM   bought Q  know 
       ‘(lit.) What, John knows Mary bought.’        (Takahashi 1993:656) 
(7)   a.   John-wa  [CP Mary-ga  nani-o   tabeta  ka]  siritagatteiru   no? 
       John-TOP   Mary-NOM what-ACC  ate   Q   wants.to.know  Q 
       ‘Does John want to know whether Mary ate?’ 
       ‘What does John want to know whether Mary ate?’ 
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    b.   Nani-oi   John-wa  [CP Mary-ga ti  tabeta  ka] siritagatteiru   no? 
       what-ACC  John-TOP   Mary-NOM  ate   Q  wants.to.know  Q 
       *‘Does John want to know whether Mary ate?’ 
       ‘What does John want to know whether Mary ate?’   (Takahashi 1993: 657) 
 
In (6), the wh-phrase nani takes scope in the embedded clause, whether it is scrambled to the 
sentence-initial position or not; on the other hand, in (7), nani takes scope only in the matrix 
clause when it is scrambled to the sentence-initial position. Given that (6) is different from (7) 
in that the former lacks the Q-marker no in the matrix clause, Takahashi (1993) proposes the 
generalization in (8) and claims that the movement in (7b) is syntactic wh-movement rather 
than scrambling, since syntactic wh-movement fixes the scope of moved wh-phrases, as 
shown in (9). 
 
(8) Movement of a Wh-phrase to the initial position of a clause headed by a [+WH] 
COMP counts as Wh-movement in Japanese.         (Takahashi 1993: 659) 
(9)   ?Whatj do you wonder whoi ti bought tj where?        (Takahashi 1993: 656) 
 
In (9), the in-situ wh-phrase where can take either matrix or embedded scope, whereas the 
moved wh-phrases, what and who, can only take surface scope, i.e. what can only take the 
matrix scope and who the embedded scope. Therefore, it seems reasonable to attribute the 
lack of the embedded scope of nani in (7b) to the presence of syntactic wh-movement. 
     Second, Japanese scrambling exhibits superiority effects. (10b) illustrates superiority in 
English, and Takahashi (1993) gives a descriptive generalization in (11). 
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(10)  a.   Whoi ti saw what? 
    b.   *Whatj did who see tj?               (Lasnik & Saito 1992: 16) 
(11) *[CP WHi [IP … WHj … ti …]], 
 where a wh-phrase WHi is in the specifier position of a [+WH] COMP and another 
wh-phrase WHj is in-situ and asymmetrically c-commands the variable ti of WHi. 
(Takahashi 1993: 662) 
 
For the present purpose, just keep in mind that the presence of superiority effects entails the 
presence of syntactic wh-movement. As (12b) shows, superiority effects can also be observed 
in Japanese. 
 
(12)  a.   John-ga   dare-ni [CP Mary-ga  nani-o   tabeta  to]  itta  no? 
       John-NOM  who-DAT  Mary-NOM what-ACC  ate   that  said  Q 
       ‘Who did John tell that Mary ate what?’ 
    b.  ??Nanii-o   John-ga   dare-ni [CP Mary-ga  ti  tabeta  to] 
       what-ACC  John-NOM  who-DAT  Mary-NOM   ate   that 
       itta  no? 
       said  Q 
       ‘(lit.) What did John tell who that Mary ate?’      (Takahashi 1993: 664) 
 
This is further supported by the grammaticality of (13), where a non-wh phrase scrambles to 
the sentence initial position, crossing a wh-phrase in-situ, since it shows that the 
ungrammaticality of (12b) is not simply due to the movement of lower phrases, crossing a 
wh-phrase in-situ. 
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(13)  Pizza-oi   John-ga   dare-ni  [CP Mary-ga  ti  tabeta  to]  itta  no? 
    Pizza-ACC  John-NOM  who-DAT   Mary-NOM   ate   that  said  Q 
    ‘(lit.) Pizza, did John tell who that Mary ate?’         (Takahashi, 1993: 664) 
 
As shown above, we may conclude that Japanese does have syntactic wh-movement. If so, 
Takahashi’s (1993, 1994) approach to “Japanese sluicing” is never impossible. Rather, it 
seems preferable in that it obeys the widely assumed generalization on deletion proposed by 
Lobeck (1990, 1995) and Saito & Murasugi (1990). 
 
2.1.2  Problems with the Wh-movement Analysis 
     Although the argument above clearly shows the possibility of the wh-movement 
analysis of “Japanese sluicing,” there are at least two problems: the optional occurrence of 
copulas and the presence of non-wh remnants. 
     First, as Takahashi (1994) himself notes, the copula da can optionally appear in 
Japanese SLC, as shown in (14). 
 
(14)  John-ga   dareka-o   kubinisita rasii kedo, 
    John-NOM  someone-ACC fired   seem but 
    boku-wa [CP dare-o  (da) ka]  wakaranai. 
    I-TOP     who-ACC be  Q   know.not 
    ‘It seems that John fired someone, but I don’t know who.’   (Shimoyama 1995: 4) 
 
However, the underlying source of Japanese SLC under the wh-movement analysis cannot 
accommodate the place where copulas occur as in (15). 
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(15)  John-ga   dareka-o   kubinisita rasii kedo, 
    John-NOM  someone-ACC fired   seem but 
    boku-wa [CP dare-oi  [TP kare-ga  ti  kubinisita] (*da) ka] wakaranai. 
    I-TOP     who-ACC   he-NOM    fired     be  Q  know.not 
    ‘It seems that John fired someone, but I don’t know who he fired.’ 
 
Therefore, the wh-movement analysis cannot account for the optional occurrence of copulas 
in Japanese SLC. 
     Second, Japanese SLC seems to allow non-wh remnants as in (16). 
 
(16)  a.   Taroo-wai [CP [IP proi  Naomi-ni  hanataba-o  ageta to]]  itteita ga, 
       Taroo-NOM      Naomi-DAT bouquet-ACC gave that  said  but 
       Ziroo-wa [CP daiamondo-no yubiwa-o to]  itteita. 
       Ziroo-TOP   diamond-GEN  ring-ACC that  said 
       ‘(lit.) Taroo said that he gave a bouquet to Naomi, but Ziroo said that a           
       diamond ring.’ 
    b.   Watasi-wa  itinen  mae soko-de  Suzuki-ni   atteiru  yooda  ga, 
       I-TOP    a year  ago  there-at  Suzuki-DAT  met   seem  but 
       watasi-wa  [CP Suzuki-ni   kadooka] oboeteinai. 
       I-TOP      Suzuki-DAT  whether  remember.not 
       ‘(lit.) It seems that I met Suzuki there a year ago, but I don’t remember           
       whether Suzuki.’                   (Kuwabara 1997: 63) 
 
In (16a) and (16b), the remnants are daiamondo-no yubiwa ‘diamond ring’ and Suzuki, 
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respectively. These are problematic for the wh-movement analysis, since it predicts that the 
remnants must be wh-phrases. 
 
2.2  The Cleft Analysis 
2.2.1 Some Arguments for the Cleft Analysis 
     Contra the wh-movement analysis, Nishiyama, Whitman & Yi (1996) argue that 
Japanese SLC involves the cleft construction as its underlying source. The typical example of 
Japanese cleft sentences is illustrated in (17). 
 
(17)  [Taroo-ga  tataita  no]-wa  Hanako(-o)  da. 
    Taroo-NOM hit   that-TOP  Hanako-ACC  be 
    ‘It is Hanako that Taroo hit.’           (Mihara and Hiraiwa 2006: 249) 
 
Here, the elements which precede the topic marker -wa are the presupposition and the one 
which underlies between the topic marker and copula da ‘be’ is the focused material. If 
Japanese SLC contains cleft, the embedded clause in (1b), repeated here as (18a), can be 
represented in full as in (18b). 
 
(18)  a.   Boku-wa [CP nani-o   ka]  wakaranai. 
       I-TOP     what-ACC  Q   know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what.’ 
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    b.   Boku-wa [CP [TP [CP kanozyo-ga katta  no]-ga  nani-o    (da)] ka] 
       I-TOP        she-NOM  bought that-NOM what-ACC  be  Q 
       wakaranai. 
       know.not 
       ‘I don’t know what it is that she bought.’ 
 
Here, the subject of the embedded clause kanozyo-ga katta no ‘that she bought’ is the 
presupposition and nani-o ‘what’ is the focused element. Note that when the cleft construction 
is embedded, the copula da becomes optional. Interestingly, the presupposition CP can be 
replaced by the pronoun sore ‘it’ as shown in (19). 
 
(19)  Boku-wa [CP [TP  sore-ga nani-o   (da)] ka] wakaranai. 
    I-TOP       it-NOM  what-ACC  be  Q  know.not 
    ‘I don’t know what it is.’ 
 
The subject pronoun sore in the embedded clause can mean that she bought something. Since 
Japanese is one of the pro-drop languages (Kuroda 1965, among many others), that is, 
(subject) pronouns can be ommitted, (19) can be realized as in (20). 
 
(20)  Boku-wa [CP [TP  pro nani-o   (da)] ka] wakaranai. 
    I-TOP          what-ACC  be  Q  know.not 
    ‘I don’t know what it is.’ 
 
If the copula da is dropped, the surface string in (20) yields the one in (18a) without any 
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wh-movement, and this derivation is what Nishiyama, Whitman and Yi (1996) assume. 
     This analysis is preferable in that it can solve the problems that the wh-movement 
analysis must face. First, the cleft analysis captures the optional presence of copulas as shown 
in (14), since they are also optional in cleft as in (18b). Second, it is compatible with non-wh 
remnants, since they can appear in the pivot of cleft sentences as in (21). 
 
(21)  a.   Taroo-wai [CP [TP proi Naomi-ni  hanataba-o  ageta to]]  itteita  ga, 
       Taroo-NOM      Naomi-DAT bouquet-ACC gave that  said   but 
       Ziroo-wa [CP [TP  sore-ga daiamondo-no yubiwa-o (da)] to]  itteita. 
       Ziroo-TOP     it-NOM  diamond-GEN  ring-ACC be  that  said 
       ‘Taro said that he gave a bouquet to Naomi, but Ziroo said that it is a diamond           
       ring.’ 
    b.   Watasi-wa  itinen  mae soko-de  Suzuki-ni  atteiru yooda  ga, 
       I-TOP    a.year  ago  there-at  Suzuki-DAT met   seem  but 
       watasi-wa  [CP [TP  sore-ga Suzuki-ni  (da)] kadooka] oboeteinai. 
       I-TOP        it-NOM  Suzuki-DAT be  whether  remember.not 
       ‘It seems that I met Suzuki there a year ago, but I don’t remember whether it is           
       Suzuki.’ 
 
Therefore, the cleft analysis possesses some empirical advantages over the wh-movement 
analysis. 
     However, Takahashi (1994) already notices the cleft analysis, and argues against it. As 
shown in (22), Japanese SLC allows sloppy identity: in this case, Mary can know why she 
was scolded or why John was scolded. 
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(22)  John-wa  [CP zibun-ga  naze sikarareta   ka]  wakattenai ga, 
    John-TOP    self-NOM why was.scolded  Q   knows.not  but 
    Mary-wa [CP naze ka] wakatteiru. 
    Mary-TOP   why Q  knows 
    ‘John doesn’t know why he was scolded, but Mary knows why.’ 
    (i) … Mary knows why he (=John) was scolded. 
    (ii) … Mary knows why she (=Mary) was scolded.      (Takahashi 1994: 268) 
 
On the other hand, the cleft source for the sluiced part in (22) does not allow the sloppy 
interpretation: Mary cannot know why she was scolded, and she can only know why John was 
scolded.
1
 
 
(23)  …, Mary-wa [CP sore-ga naze (de aru) ka] wakatteiru. 
      Mary-TOP   it-NOM why be   Q  knows 
    ‘…, Mary knows why it is.’ 
    (i) … Mary knows why he (=John) was scolded. 
    (ii) *… Mary knows why she (=Mary) was scolded.      (Takahashi 1994: 272) 
 
Even if we replace the overt pronoun with the empty one in (23), the sloppy reading should 
not become available. This is because the difference between the overt pronoun and the empty 
one is just whether the phonetic realization is present or not. Therefore, the cleft analysis of 
Japanese SLC cannot capture the availability of the sloppy reading. 
     In order to solve this problem, Saito (2004) proposes another version of the cleft 
                                                 
1
 de aru is another form of the copula da. 
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analysis. Under his analysis, the underlying structure of the sluiced part in (22) is analyzed as 
in (24). 
 
(24)  …, Mary-wa [CP [CP OPi [TP zibun-ga ti  sikarareta]   no]-ga   naze 
      Mary-TOP        self-NOM   was.scolded  that-NOM  why 
    (da)  ka]  wakatteiru. 
    be  Q   knows                       
    ‘(lit.) …, Mary knows why it is that self was scolded.’        (Saito 2004: 35) 
 
The crucial point of Saito’s (2004) approach is that the presupposition CP is elided by a 
process called argument ellipsis, not by an empty pronoun.
2
 Japanese allows arguments to be 
directly deleted as in (25). (25a) constitutes the context for (25b) and (25c), and the subject of 
the embedded clause involves zibun ‘self’. In (25b), the subject is missing, whereas in (25c), 
sore ‘it’ occupies the subject position of the embedded clause. 
 
(25)  a.   Mary-wa [CP zibun-no ronbun-ga  saiyoosareru  to]  omotteiru. 
       Mary-TOP   self-GEN paper-NOM be.accepted  that  think 
       ‘Mary thinks that her paper will be accepted.’ 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
2
 Oku (1998) and Kim (1999) independently propose the availability of argument ellipsis in Japanese and 
Korean. See also Saito (2007), Takahashi (2006, 2008 a, b, 2010), and section 3.3. 
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    b.   John-mo [CP e  saiyoosareru  to]  omotteiru. 
       John-also     be.accepted  that  think 
       ‘(lit.) John also thinks that e will be accepted.’ 
       (i) John also thinks that her (=Mary’s) paper will be accepted. 
       (ii) John also thinks that his (=John’s) paper will be accepted. 
(Oku 1998: 177) 
    c.   John-mo [CP sore-ga saiyoosareru  to]  omotteiru. 
       John-also   it-NOM be.accepted  that  think 
       ‘John also thinks that it will be accepted.’ 
       (i) John also thinks that her (=Mary’s) paper will be accepted. 
       (ii) *John also thinks that his (=John’s) paper will be accepted. 
(Oku 1998; 180) 
 
Crucially, (25b) has the sloppy reading where the subject of the embedded clause refers to 
John’s paper, while (25c) does not allow such a reading. If the missing subject is derived from 
argument ellipsis rather than pro-drop, the possibility of sloppy identity can be explained. 
     Given argument ellipsis, Saito (2004) claims that the surface string of the sluiced part in 
(22) derives from (24) with the omission of the presupposition CP by argument ellipsis and 
the copula drop as in (26). 
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(26)  …, Mary-wa [CP [CP OPi [TP zibun-ga ti  sikarareta]   no]-ga  naze 
      Mary-TOP        self-NOM   was.scolded  that-NOM why 
    (da)  ka]  wakatteiru. 
    be  Q   knows 
    ‘(lit.) …, Mary knows why it is that self was scolded.’ 
 
Thus, this analysis can capture not only the optional presence of copulas but also the 
availability of sloppy identity, since it involves ellipsis. 
 
2.2.2 The Wh/Sluicing-Correlation 
     In the preceding section, I have shown that the cleft analysis of Japanese SLC is now 
pervasive. Some works for the cleft analysis further argue that the SLC in other wh-in-situ 
languages such as Korean, Chinese, and Turkish is also best analyzed by the cleft-based 
approach. For example, Kizu (1997) proposes that the SLC and the cleft construction in these 
languages are similar in that copulas are found in both constructions as in (27-29). 
 
(27)  Korean 
    a.   Motwu-nun  John-i    nwukunka-lul salanghan-ta-ko malha-ciman, 
       everyone-TOP John-NOM  someone-ACC love-IND-that  say-but 
       na-nun [CP nwukwu-lul *(i-n)-ci] molu-n-ta. 
       I-TOP    who-ACC   be-Q  know.not 
       ‘Everyone said John loves someone, but I don’t know who.’ 
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    b.   John-i    mek-un  kes-un  sakwa  i-ta. 
       John-NOM  eat    that-TOP  apple  be-DEC 
       ‘What John ate is an apple.’                (Kizu 1997: 237) 
(28)  Chinese 
    a.   Meige ren   dou  shuo Zhangsan ai-shang  le   shenme ren  le, 
       each  person all  say  Zhangsan love-up  PFT  what  man PFT 
       keshi  meiren zhidao [CP *(shi)  shei]. 
       but   no.one know     be  who 
       ‘Everyone said that Zhangsan fell in love with someone, but no one knew           
       who.’ 
    b.   Shi  shuzi    wo  kanjian  diao dao  wuding le. 
       be  tree.branch I   see    fall  onto roof  ASP 
       ‘It was a tree branch that I saw fall on the roof.’            (ibid.) 
(29)  Turkish 
    a.   Mehmet-Ø  birsey   söyle-di  ama, ne-y-di 
       Mehmet-NOM one.thing told    but  what-be.PST 
       hatırla-mı-yor-um. 
       remember-not-PROG-1st.SG 
       ‘Mehmet said something, but I don’t remember what (it) was.’ 
    b.   Mehmet’un  kır-dığ-ı     bir  vazo-y-du. 
       Mehmet.GEN break-that-POSS one  vase-be.PST 
       ‘What Mehmet broke was a vase.’                  (ibid.) 
 
Whether it is obligatory or not, the existence of copulas can be widely observed in “sluicing” 
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in wh-in-situ languages. This supports the idea that the SLC in wh-in-situ languages derives 
from the cleft construction since the latter is a kind of copular sentences. 
     Building on Merchant’s (2001, 2004) [E(llipsis)]-feature, Craenenbroeck and Lipák 
(2007, 2009) propose a generalization which can capture this insight. Before considering the 
generalization, let us review Merchant’s (2001, 2004) technical implementation of sluicing.     
He argues that sluiced clauses differ from their non-elliptical counterparts in the presence of a 
formal feature called [E], which bundles the syntactic, semantic, and phonological properties 
that characterize ellipsis. The full specification of [E] is given in (30). 
 
(30)  a.   the syntax of [E]: E[uwh*, uQ*] 
    b.   the phonology of [E]: φIP→Ø/E   
    c.   the semantics of [E]: λp: e-GIVEN (p) [p] (Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2009: 5) 
 
What is of interest to us here is (30a) (for discussion of the other two, see Merchant 2001: 
60-61). It represents the syntactic licensing requirements of sluicing, i.e. the fact that sluicing 
is restricted to wh-questions. Specifically, [E] has an uninterpretable wh-feature and an 
uninterpretable Q(uestion)-feature that it needs to check in a local (head-head) configuration 
(indicated here by asterisk), not via (potentially non-local) Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, 
2007, 2008). Given that these are exactly the same features a wh-phrase checks in a 
wh-question, the restricted distribution of sluicing now follows. Consider the schematic 
example in (31). 
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(31)     CP 
    wh      C' 
    [wh, Q] 
        C
0
     TP 
       [uwh, uQ] 
       [E[uwh, uQ]] 
             . . . . .  
 
This tree structure represents the left periphery of a sluiced wh-question. A wh-phrase 
endowed with a [wh, Q] feature specification has moved into [Spec, CP] to check the 
uninterpretable matching features of the C
0
 head. Also adjoined to that head is the [E] feature, 
which has the syntactic feature specification in (30a). Just like the uninterpretable features in 
C
0
, the [E] feature can undergo feature checking, as a result of which it can license sluicing in 
this (and only this) configuration.
3
 
     What should be noted in (31) is that the feature specification of [E] matches that of the 
wh-phrase. This is how Merchant ensures that sluicing will only take place in wh-questions. 
     However, based on the intuition that Hungarian wh-movement targets a lower position, 
a position typically identified as [Spec, FocP] (Horvath 1986, Farkas 1986, Brody 1990, 
among others), and the fact that we can observe a similar phenomenon to sluicing in this 
language, Craenenbroeck and Lipták (2007, 2009) argue that the syntax of sluicing should 
track that of wh-movement in all languages, as in (32). 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
3
 Merchant (2001) proposes two possibilities: 
(i) If the [E]-feature originates in I
0
 and moves to C
0
, it is checked against the features of C
0
. 
(ii) If the [E]-feature originates in C
0
, its checking requirement is a feature compatibility requirement. 
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(32) The Wh/Sluicing-Correlation 
 The syntactic features that the [E]-feature has to check in a language L are identical 
to the strong features a wh-phrase has to check in a regular constituent question in L. 
(Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2009: 9) 
 
Craenenbroeck & Lipták then argue that Hungarian sluicing is derived from focus movement 
to [Spec, FocP] followed by the deletion of its complement. According to this generalization, 
wh-in-situ languages such as Japanese should not exhibit sluicing, since it is well established 
that wh-phrases in these languages do not undergo any overt movement. Therefore, they 
conclude that Japanese SLC could not derive from wh-movement or focus movement, and 
supports the cleft-based analysis. 
 
2.3  Summary 
     In the first half of this chapter, I have shown that the SLC in Japanese would be best 
analyzed by the cleft analysis. Takahashi (1993, 1994) proposes that Japanese SLC involves 
wh-movement to [Spec, CP] followed by TP-deletion, and shows some arguments for this 
analysis. First, Takahashi’s analysis obeys the widely assumed generalization on ellipsis 
proposed by Lobeck (1990, 1995) and Saito & Murasugi (1990), which states that only 
agreeing heads can license ellipsis. Second, it could account for the availability of sloppy 
identity in Japanese SLC. However, a number of works (Nishiyama, Whitman & Yi 1996, 
Saito 2004, among many others) argue against this analysis, since it must face some problems, 
for example, the optional presence of the copula da. We have seen that Saito’s (2004) cleft + 
argument ellipsis approach to Japanese SLC can capture its properties more properly. 
     In the second half, I have reviewed the generalization proposed by Craenenbroeck & 
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Lipták (2007, 2009), which could capture Kizu’s (1997) insight that the SLC in wh-in-situ 
languages uniformly derives from cleft. Their generalization informally states that the syntax 
of sluicing should track that of wh-movement in all languages. According to this 
generalization, wh-in-situ languages should not exhibit sluicing since they do not have 
syntactic wh-movement. This argument indirectly supports the cleft-based analysis of 
“sluicing” in wh-in-situ languages. 
     So far we have seen a number of arguments for the cleft analysis of “sluicing” in 
wh-in-situ languages. However, in the following discussion, I will show that Mongolian, 
which is one of the wh-in-situ languages, offers counterarguments to such an analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
Some Empirical Facts in Mongolian 
 
     “Mongolian is spoken by an estimated 6 million speakers in Mongolia, Buryatia and in 
the autonomic province of inner Mongolia” (cited from Janhunen 2003). Since Mongolian is 
one of the languages which have not been seriously studied at least within the theory of 
generative grammar, I would like to show some (basic) properties which are relevant to 
discussion. 
 
3.1  Word Order and Wh-phrases In-situ 
     The basic word order in Mongolian is Subject-Object-Verb (Binnick 1979, Janhunen 
2003, among others), as in (1). 
 
(1)   Huu-Ø   ene  nom-ig   unsh-san. 
    boy-NOM  this  book-ACC  read-PERF 
    ‘The boy read this book.’                  (Janhunen 2003: 170) 
 
Here, huu ‘boy’ and ene nom ‘this book’ function as the subject and object respectively. As 
illustrated in (2), wh-phrases normally occupy the same place as the corresponding 
constituents of an affirmative clause. 
 
(2)   Ohin-Ø  yu-g    uu-san   be? 
    girl-NOM what-ACC  drink-PERF Q 
    ‘What did the girl drink?’            (adapted from Janhunen 2003: 171) 
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Unlike the English-type languages, the object wh-phrase yu ‘what’ can stay in-situ. Therefore, 
we may conclude that Mongolian is one of the wh-in-situ languages. 
 
3.2  Personal Possessive Clitic 
     The element called Personal Possessive Clitic by Hashimoto (2004) typically functions 
as a possessive pronoun which follows and modifies nouns as shown in (3). 
 
(3)   a.   Aav-Ø   mini  modon  sandal-Ø  hi-sen. 
       father-NOM 1st.PPC wooden  chair-NOM  make-PERF 
       ‘My father made a wooden chair.’     (Kullmann & Tserenpli 1996: 377) 
    b.   Bagsh-Ø   chini   chama-ig  duud-a-j    bai-na. 
       teacher-NOM  2nd.PPC  you-ACC  call-EP-IMPF  be-PRES 
       ‘Your teacher is calling you.’              (Hangin 1997: 123) 
    c.   Egch-Ø   ni    Darhan-d   suu-dag. 
       sister-NOM 3rd.PPC  Darhan-DAT  live-HBT 
       ‘His/Her sister lives in Darhan.’             (Hashimoto 2006: 7) 
 
In (3a-c), the Personal Possessive Clitics function as 1st/2nd/3rd person possessive pronouns 
‘my/your/his or her’ and form subject noun phrases with nominative nouns. Since we only 
handle 3rd Personal Possessive Clitic in the following discussion, let us use the abbreviation 
PPC only for the 3rd person type, that is, ni. 
     Hashimoto (2006) claims that the PPC possesses a number of functions other than 
possessive pronouns as shown in (4). 
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(4)   a.   Anaphora 
       [Tu-nig]α ger-t-ee     hari-had,    busad     [ni]α 
       he-ACC  house-LOC-RFL come.back-TIM other.people  3rd.PPC 
       yariaa-g-aa urgeljil-jee. 
       talk-EP-RFL continue-PPST 
       ‘When he came back to his home, the other people continued their talk.’ 
   b.    Partitive 
       Ted-nees 4  ni   ir-sen-gui. 
       they-ABL   3rd.PPC come-PERF-NEG 
       ‘Of them, 4 didn’t come.’ 
    c.   Agent 
       [Tsetseg-ig]α  ger-t-ee     hari-j       yav-a-had  [ni]α 
       Tsetseg-ACC  house-LOC-RFL come.back-IMPF  go-EP-TIM  3rd.PPC 
       genet    Baatar-Ø   dajrald-a-jee. 
       by.chance  Baatar-NOM  meet-EP-PPST 
       ‘When Tsetseg came back to his house, he met Baatar by chance.’ 
    d.   Conjunct 
       Ger-t-ee     hari-j       ir-sen    ni,   manai    uden 
       house-LOC-RFL come.back-IMPF  come-PERF 3rd.PPC 1st.PL.GEN  door 
       deer ulaan torgon-Ø alchuur-tai busugui-Ø   zogsh-o-j    bai-na. 
       on  red  silk-NOM scarf-CMT  woman-NOM stand-EP-IMPF  be-PRES 
       ‘When I came back to my home, a woman with a red scarf was standing by the           
       door.’ 
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    e.   Modality 
       Gui-shi-g-eerei,  bid hoji-gd-o-h    ni! 
       run-QUK-EP-OPT  we late-PSV-EP-NPST 3rd.PPC 
       ‘Let’s run a little faster, or we’ll be late.’ 
    f.   Nominalization 
       Ene  baga-d   ni   id-e-h     yum-Ø   ug-uuch. 
       this  small-DAT  3rd.PPC eat-EP-NPS T  thing-NOM give-IMPF 
       ‘Give something to eat to this small child.’ 
    g.   Topic Marker 
       Haruul-Ø  ni    benzin-Ø   hulgail-j   bai-g-aad  ami-aa 
       guard-NOM 3rd.PPC  benzin-NOM  steal-IMPF  be-EP-PCC  life-RFL 
       ald-jee. 
       lose-PPST 
       ‘As for a guard, he stole benzin and passed away.’ 
    h.   Focus Marker 
       Ene  surguuli-in zahiral-Ø    ni    bi bai-na. 
       this  school-GEN principal-NOM  3rd.PPC  I  be-PRES 
       ‘It is me who is the principal of this school.’ 
(adapted from Hashimoto 2006: 9-10) 
 
In (4a), the PPC functions as the anaphoric pronoun which refers to the subject in the 
subordinate clause tu_nig, as a result of which the sequence busad ni means ‘the people other 
than him’; in (4b), it functions as the partitive which extracts four members from the set of ted 
‘them’; in (4c), it takes the subject of the subordinate clause as its antecedent and functions as 
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the agent of the verb hari ‘came.back’; in (4d), it follows the perfective verb and functions as 
the coordinator between the main clause and the subordinate one; in (4e), it occupies the 
sentence-final position and represents the immediate future; in (4f), it follows the dative 
adjective and nominalizes it; in (4g), it functions as the marker which takes the preceding 
element as a topic; in (4h), it functions as the marker which takes the following predicate as a 
focus. 
     Throughout this thesis, the PPC can be observed in a number of sentences, but I will 
omit their functions unless they are relevant. For some relevant discussion, see section 4.2.1. 
 
3.3  Object Clauses 
     Object clauses in Mongolian have at least two distinctive properties: the Case of 
subjects and accusative Case markers on the verb. Let us consider the following sentences:
1
 
 
(5)   a.   Bi [CP Bold-ig   ene  deeremchn-ig bari-sn-ig]     med-sen. 
       I    Bold-ACC  this  thief-ACC   catch-PERF-ACC  know-PERF 
       ‘I knew that Bold caught this thief.’ 
(Heusinger, Klein & Guntsetseg to appear: 6) 
    b.   Bi [CP Bold-in   ene  deeremchn-ig bari-sn-ig]     har-san. 
       I    Bold-GEN  this  thief-ACC   catch-PERF-ACC  see-PERF 
       ‘I saw Bold’s catching of this thief.’ 
(Heusinger, Klein & Guntsetseg to appear: 5) 
 
 
                                                 
1
 Here, I innocently take the categorical status of object clauses as CP just for the expository reason. 
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    c.   Bi [CP Bold-Ø   ene  deeremchn-ig bari-sn-ig]     med-sen. 
       I    Bold-NOM  this  thief-ACC   catch-PERF-ACC  know-PERF 
       ‘I knew that Bold caught this thief.’ 
(Heusinger, Klein & Guntsetseg to appear: 6) 
 
Subjects in object clauses can bear Cases other than nominative. In (5a), the subject in the 
object clause bears accusative Case; in (5b), it bears genitive Case. In all the sentences here, 
accusative Case markers are attached onto the verbs. Binnick (1979) argues that some of the 
verbal suffixes (imperfect, perfect, infinitive, habitual, agentive) are verbal nominals, which 
change the categorical status of verbs into nominals, and they can be suffixed by 
Case-markers. Therefore, the object clauses in (5) seem nominal rather than clausal, so these 
clauses are called “object” clauses. 
     Interestingly, genitive subjects are restricted to object clauses as illustrated in (6). 
 
(6)    *Bi [CP Bold-Ø/-ig/*-in   ene  deeremchn-ig bari-san   gej]  hel-sen. 
     I    Bold-NOM/ACC/GEN this  thief-ACC   catch-PERF that  say-PERF 
     ‘I said that Bold caught this thief.’ 
(adapted from Heusinger, Klein & Guntsetseg to appear: 7) 
 
(6) involves a complementizer clause, where subjects can be in nominative or accusative, but 
not in genitive. 
     In this thesis, unless they are relevant to discussion, I will use accusative subjects as 
default in object and complementizer clauses simply because they are the most natural for 
speakers. 
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3.4  Non-agreement and Null Subject/Object 
     Mongolian does not exhibit agreement between arguments and predicates at all, as 
shown in (7). 
 
(7)   a.   Bat-Ø   nama-ig/chama-ig/ter-ig/bid-nig/tanar-ig/ted-nig har-san. 
       Bat-NOM me/you/him/us/you/them            see-PERF 
       ‘Bat saw me/you/him/us/you/them.’ 
    b.   Bi/Chi/Ter/Bid/Tanar/Ted  Bat-ig   har-san. 
       I/You/He/We/You/They   Bat-ACC see-PERF 
       ‘I/You/He/We/You/They saw Bat.’ 
 
In (7), the form of the verb never changes, depending on the type of the subjects and objects. 
     Based on some works on pro-drop (Rizzi 1982, Huang 1984, among many others), 
Jaeggli and Safir (1989) propose that only the languages whose morphological agreement is 
uniform (rich morphological agreement or no morphological agreement) permit pro-drop. 
According to this proposal, we expect that Mongolian should allow pro-drop, and this 
prediction is actually borne out as in (8-10). 
 
(8)   a.   Bat-Ø   hen-ig  har-san  be? 
       Bat-NOM who-ACC see-PERF Q 
       ‘Who did Bat see?’ 
    b.   e  Oyuna-g  har-san. 
         Oyuna-ACC see-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) e saw Oyuna.’ 
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(9)   a.   Hen-Ø   Oyuna-g  har-san  be? 
       who-NOM  Oyuna-ACC see-PERF Q 
       ‘Who saw Oyuna?’ 
    b.   Bat- Ø   e  har-san. 
       Bat-NOM   see-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) Bat saw e.’ 
(10)  a.   Bat-Ø   Oyuna-g  har-san  uu? 
       Bat-NOM Oyuna-ACC see-PERF Q 
       ‘Did Bat see Oyuna?’ 
    b.   e  e  har-san. 
           see-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) e saw e.’ 
 
In (8b), the subject is missing; in (9b), the object is missing; and in (10b), both the subject and 
object are missing. We therefore may conclude that Mongolian is one of the pro-drop 
languages. 
 
3.5  Argument Ellipsis 
3.5.1 Some Backgrounds 
     The syntax of Japanese null subjects and null objects has been seriously studied in the 
study of generative grammar. Since Kuroda (1965), it has been widely assumed to analyze 
null arguments as empty pronouns (see Hoji 1985, Saito 1985, among many others). One of 
the arguments for this analysis comes from condition B of the binding theory, which 
informally stipulates that object pronouns cannot refer to the subjects in the same clause as 
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their antecedents (Chomsky 1981, 1986, Chomsky & Lasnik 1993, among others). Consider 
the following examples: 
 
(11)   a.   *Johni criticized himi. 
    b.   *Everyonei loves himi.               (Takahashi 2008a: 395) 
(12)  a.   *Tarooi-ga  ei   semeta. 
       Taroo-NOM him  criticized 
       ‘Taroo criticized him.’ 
    b.   *Daremoi-ga   ei   aisiteiru. 
       everyone-NOM  him  love 
       ‘Everyone loves him.’                       (ibid.) 
 
The sentences in (11) show typical violations of binding condition B: the object pronouns 
cannot take the subjects as their antecedents. In (12), a similar situation to (11) arises, except 
that the object elements are not pronouns but null arguments. If null arguments are empty 
pronouns, we can naturally exclude the sentences in (12) because of their violations of 
condition B. 
     However, this analysis of null arguments involves some problems. There are at least 
three arguments. First, based on Kuno (1980, 1982) and Xu (1986), Takahashi (2008a) gives 
the following examples: 
 
(13)  A:  Dare-ga   zibun-o  sememasita ka? 
       who-NOM  self-ACC criticized  Q 
       ‘Who criticized himself?’ 
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    B:  Tarooi-ga/daremoi-ga     ei  sememasita. 
       Taroo-NOM/Everyone-NOM    criticized 
       ‘Taroo/Everyone criticized himself.’         (Takahashi 2008a: 396) 
 
(13B) means that Taroo or everyone criticized himself, which in turn shows that the null 
object can take the subject in the same clause as its antecedent in this case. If null arguments 
were universally pronouns, (13B) would be ungrammatical because of the violation of 
condition B on a par with (11) and (12). 
     Second, Huang (1991) and Otani & Whitman (1991) argue that some instances of null 
arguments allow strict and sloppy interpretations as in (14).
2
 
 
(14)  a.   John-wa   [zibun-no tegami]-o  suteta. 
       John-NOM  self-GEN letter-ACC  discarded 
       ‘(lit.) John threw out self’s letter.’ 
    b.   Mary-mo  e  suteta. 
       Mary-also    discarded 
       ‘(lit.) Mary also threw out e.’ 
       (i) ‘Mary also threw out his (=John’s) letter.’ 
       (ii) ‘Mary also threw out her (=Mary’s) letter.’ 
                           (Otani & Whitman 1991: 346-347) 
 
With (14a) as the antecedent, (14b) is ambiguous: it means either that Mary threw out John’s 
letter or that Mary threw out Mary’s letter. If null arguments were always pronouns, the 
                                                 
2
 Otani and Whitman (1991) account for the sloppy interpretation of (10b) in terms of overt V-raising + 
VP-deletion. For the expository reason, I will omit their arguments. 
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availability of the second (sloppy) interpretation could not be explained, though the 
availability of the first reading is straightforward. This is because the second interpretation 
becomes impossible if we replace the null object by the overt pronoun sore ‘it’ as in (15). 
 
(15)  a.   John-wa   [zibun-no tegami]-o  suteta. 
       John-NOM  self-GEN letter-ACC  discarded 
       ‘(lit.) John threw out self’s letter.’ 
    b.   Mary-mo  sore-o suteta. 
       Mary-also  it-ACC discarded 
       ‘Mary also threw out it.’ 
       (i) ‘Mary also threw out his (=John’s) letter.’ 
       (ii) *‘Mary also threw out her (=Mary’s) letter.’ 
 
(15b) can only mean that Mary threw out John’s letter. Since the difference between overt and 
empty pronouns is just whether their phonological matrix is present or not, sloppy identity in 
(14b) could not be expected in the same way as (15b) under the analysis in question. 
     Third, Shinohara (2004) and Takahashi (2008a, b, 2010) argue that the empty pronoun 
analysis of null arguments falls into trouble concerning the interpretation of quantifiers. Let us 
consider the following examples: 
 
(16)  a.   Taroo-wa  sannin-no  sensei-o    sonkeisiteiru. 
       Taroo-TOP  three-GEN  teacher-ACC  respect 
       ‘Taroo respects three teachers.’ 
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    b.   Hanako-mo  e  sonkeisiteiru. 
       Hanako-also    respect 
       ‘(lit.) Hanako respects e, too.’ 
       (i) ‘Hanako respects the three teahcers that Taroo respects.’ 
       (ii) ‘Hanako respects three teachers.’          (Takahashi 2010: 7) 
 
(16a), which is followed by the null object construction, involves an object quantifier. (16b) is 
ambiguous in that it means either that Hanako respects the three teachers that Taroo respects 
(“E-type reading” in Evans 1980) or simply means that Hanako respects three teachers. In the 
latter case, the set of teachers Hanako respects can differ from the set of teachers Taroo 
respects; call this interpretation quantificational reading. If null arguments were always 
pronominal, the possibility of the second interpretation could not be expected since such an 
interpretation becomes impossible if we replace the null object by the pronoun karera ‘they’ 
in (16b). 
 
(17)  a.   Taroo-wa  sannin-no  sensei-o    sonkeisiteiru. 
       Taroo-TOP  three-GEN  teacher-ACC  respect 
       ‘Taroo respects three teachers.’ 
    b.   Hanako-mo  karera-o  sonkeisiteiru. 
       Hanako-also  they-ACC  respect 
       ‘(lit.) Hanako respects e, too.’ 
       (i) ‘Hanako respects the three teachers that Taroo respects.’ 
       (ii) *‘Hanako respects three teachers.’ 
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In (17b), the set of teachers Hanako respects must be the same as the set of teachers Taroo 
respects. Therefore, the empty pronoun analysis of null arguments would not accommodate 
the ambiguity of (16b). 
     Contra this analysis, Kim (1999) and Oku (1998) propose that languages such as 
Japanese and Korean allow arguments to undergo ellipsis, which is called argument ellipsis. 
Interestingly, this analysis can accommodate the problems noted above. First, (13B) can be 
represented as in (18). 
 
(18)  Tarooi-ga/daremoi-ga     zibun-o  sememasita. 
    Taroo-NOM/Everyone-NOM  self-ACC criticized 
    ‘Taroo/Everyone criticized himself.’ 
 
Since this representation is irrelevant to binding condition B, we can account for the 
grammaticality of (13B). Second, the sloppy identity in (14b) is also explained as in (19).
3
 
 
(19)  Mary-mo  [zibun-no tegami]-o  suteta. 
    Mary-also  self-GEN letter-ACC  discarded 
    ‘(lit.) Mary also threw out self’s letter.’ 
 
Here, the full-fledged noun phrase containing the anaphor zibun-no tegami occupies the 
object position. It is therefore natural for (19) to mean that Mary threw out her own letter. 
Third, (16b) can be represented as in (20). 
                                                 
3
 The strict reading obtains from the representation in (i). 
(i) Mary-mo  [kare-no  tegami]-o  suteta. 
  Mary-also  he-GEN  letter-ACC discarded 
  ‘Mary also threw out his letter.’ 
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(20)  Hanako-mo  [sannin-no sensei]-o   sonkeisiteiru. 
    Hanako-also  three-GEN  teachers-ACC respect 
    ‘Hanako respects three teachers, too.’ 
 
This representation naturally permits the quantificational reading that Hanako respects three 
teachers, where the set of teachers that Hanako respects can differ from the set of teachers that 
Taroo respects. 
     As shown above, the availability of the sloppy interpretation and quantificational 
reading of null arguments could be taken as the diagnostic test with respect to the indication 
of argument ellipsis. 
 
3.5.2 Argument Ellipsis in Mongolian 
     Adopting Bošcović and Takahashi’s (1998) analysis of scrambling, Oku (1998) 
attributes the availability of argument ellipsis to the presence of scrambling; on the other hand, 
Saito (2007) derives its availability from the lack of agreement. Regardless of these choices, 
we expect that Mongolian allows argument ellipsis, since it exhibits scrambling as in (21) and 
(22), and has no-agreement between arguments and predicates as in (7), repeated here as 
(23).
4
 
 
(21)  a.   Bat-Ø   ene  nom-ig   unsh-san. 
       Bat-NOM this  book-ACC  read-PERF 
       ‘Bat read this book.’ 
 
                                                 
4
 The presence of argument ellipsis in Mongolian is originally noted by Takahashi (2007). 
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    b.   [Ene nom]i-ig   Bat-Ø   ti  unsh-san. 
       this  book-ACC  Bat-NOM   read-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) This book, Bat read.’ 
(22)  a.   Bi [CP Oyuna-g  ene  nom-ig   unsh-san  gej] 
       I    Oyuna-ACC this  book-ACC  read-PERF  that 
       bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘I think that Oyuna read this book.’ 
    b.   [Ene nom]i-ig   bi  [CP Oyuna-g  ti  unsh-san  gej] 
       this  book-ACC  I    Oyuna-ACC   read-PERF  that 
       bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) This book, I think that Oyuna read.’ 
(23)  a.   Bat-Ø   nama-ig/chama-ig/ter-ig/bid-nig/tanar-ig/ted-nig har-san. 
       Bat-NOM me/you/him/us/you/them            see-PERF 
       ‘Bat saw me/you/him/us/you/them.’ 
    b.   Bi/Chi/Ter/Bid/Tanar/Ted  Bat-ig   har-san. 
       I/You/He/We/You/They   Bat-ACC see-PERF 
       ‘I/You/He/We/You/They saw Bat.’ 
 
In (21b), the object scrambles from the complement position of the verb unsh ‘read’ to the 
sentence-initial position (local scrambling); in (22b), the object in the embedded clause 
scrambles to the initial position of the matrix clause, crossing a clause boundary 
(long-distance scrambling). 
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     Let us then consider whether Mongolian actually exhibits argument ellipsis, using two 
diagnostic tests: the availability of the sloppy interpretation and quantificational reading. First, 
whether they are subjects or objects, null nominal arguments in Mongolian do show sloppy 
identity as in (24) and (25).
5,6 
 
(24)  a.   Bat-Ø   uuri-n   bagsh-ig   hundel-deg. 
       Bat-NOM self-GEN teacher-ACC  respect-HBT 
       ‘Bat respects self’s teacher.’ 
    b.   Oyuna-Ø   ch  e  hundel-deg. 
       Oyuna-NOM  also    respect-HBT 
       ‘(lit.) Oyuna also respects e.’ 
       (i) ‘Oyuna also respects his (=Bat’s) teacher.’ 
       (ii) ‘Oyuna also respects her (=Oyuna’s) teacher.’ 
(25)  a.   Bat-Ø   [CP uuri-n   huuhed-Ø  Angli  hel-eer     yari-j 
       Bat-NOM   self-GEN child-NOM English language-INST  speak-IMPF 
       chad-na  gej]  bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       can-PRES that  think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) Bat thinks that self’s child can speak English.’ 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5
 Oku (1998) and Takahashi (2010) argue that subjects as well as objects in Japanese can undergo ellipsis, 
too. 
6
 For some unknown reason, when embedded subjects are modified by uuri-n ‘self’s’, it is preferable for 
them to bear nominative Case. 
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    b.   Oyuna-Ø   [CP e  Yapon  hel-eer     yari-j    chad-na 
       Oyuna-NOM      Japanese language-INST  speak-IMPF can-PRES 
       gej]  bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       that  think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) Oyuna thinks that e can speak Japanese.’ 
       (i) ‘Oyuna thinks that his (=Bat’s) child can speak Japanese.’ 
       (ii) ‘Oyuna thinks that her (=Oyuna’s) child can speak Japanese.’ 
 
The null object construction (24b) is ambiguous: it means either that Oyuna respects Bat’s 
teacher or that Oyuna respects Oyuna’s teacher. (25b), which includes the null subject in the 
embedded clause, is also ambiguous in that it means either that Oyuna thinks that Bat’s child 
can speak Japanese or that Oyuna thinks that Oyuna’s child can speak Japanese.7 The 
possibility of the second interpretation in these sentences indicates that both subjects and 
objects can undergo ellipsis in Mongolian. 
     Null nominal subjects and objects also exhibit the quantificational reading as illustrated 
in (26) and (27). 
 
(26)  a.   Bat-Ø   hoyr gadaad hel-eer     yari-j    chad-na. 
       Bat-NOM two  foreign language-INST  speak-IMPF can-PRES 
       ‘Bat can speak two foreign languages.’ 
 
 
                                                 
7
 One of my informants does not allow the strict reading in (25b). It remains mysterious, but what is 
important here is that even such a speaker permits sloppy identity, which indicates the availability of 
argument ellipsis. Therefore, I just leave the problem with the unavailability of strict identity (even if it is 
true) for future research. 
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    b.   Oyuna-Ø   ch  e  yari-j    chad-na. 
       Oyuna-NOM  also    speak-IMPF can-PRES 
       ‘(lit.) Oyuna can also speak e.’ 
       (i) Oyuna can speak two foreign languages that Bat can speak. 
       (ii) Oyuna can speak two foreign languages. 
(27)  a.   Gurwan  ilbechin-Ø  Bat-tai  uulzah-aar  ir-sen. 
       three   witch-NOM Bat-CMT come-INST see-PERF 
       ‘Three witches came to see Bat.’ 
    b.   e  Oyuna-tai   ch  uulzah-aar  ir-sen. 
         Oyuna-CMT  also  come-INST see-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) e also came to see Oyuna.’ 
       (i) Three witches who came to see Bat came to see Oyuna, too. 
       (ii) Three witches came to see Oyuna. 
 
In (26b), the set of foreign languages that Bat speaks can differ from the set of foreign 
languages that Oyuna speaks, for example, the situation where Bat can speak English and 
Japanese, and Oyuna can speak Chinese and Turkish. Also in (27b), the set of witches who 
came to see Bat can differ from the set of witches who came to see Oyuna. The availability of 
quantificational readings in these sentences also supports the idea that arguments in 
Mongolian can undergo ellipsis. 
     Furthermore, the following data show that argument ellipsis in Mongolian is not 
restricted to nominal phrases. Insofar as they are selected by predicates, non-nominal phrases 
can undergo ellipsis as in (28) and (29). 
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(28)  Bat-Ø  [CP uuri-n   bagsh-Ø    awiyastai gej]  bodo-j   bai-gaa  ch, 
    Bat-NOM  self-GEN teacher-NOM  genius  that  think-IMPF be-NPST  but 
    Oyuna-Ø   eCP  bodo-h-gui   bai-gaa. 
    Oyuna-NOM     think-INF-NEG  be-NPST 
    ‘(lit.) Bat thinks that self’s teacher is a genius, but Oyuna does not think eCP.’ 
    (i) Oyuna does not think that his (=Bat’s) teacher is a genius. 
    (ii) Oyuna does not think that her (=Oyuna’s) teacher is a genius. 
(29)  a.   Bat-Ø   bolon  Oyuna-Ø   [hoopondoo]  zahidal-aar harilts-san. 
       Bat-NOM and   Oyuna-NOM  from.each.other letter-RFL  reveive-PERF 
       ‘Bat and Oyuna received a letter from each other.’ 
    b.   Dorji-Ø   bolon  Bolormaa-Ø   e  e-mail harilts-san. 
       Dorji-NOM and   Bolormaa-NOM   e-mail receive-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) Dorji and Bolormaa received e-mail e.’ 
 
In (28), the embedded clause in the first conjunct is selected by the verb bodo ‘think’; the 
second conjunct, which involves the unrealized embedded clause, is ambiguous in that it can 
yield not only the strict interpretation that Oyuna does not think that Bat’s teacher is a genius 
but also the sloppy interpretation that Oyuna does not think that Oyuna’s teacher is a genius. 
In (29a), hoopondoo ‘from each other’ is selected by the verb harilts ‘receive’ and assigned 
the source θ-role. (29b), which is preceded by (29a), involves the unrealized element which 
can be understood to mean from each other, so that the entire sentence can mean that Dorji 
and Bolormaa received e-mail from each other. The availability of the sloppy identity in (28) 
and (29b) shows that non-nominal null arguments could be derived through elision. 
     Moreover, non-nominal arguments in Mongolian exhibit the quantificational reading as 
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illustrated in (30b) and (31b). 
 
(30)  a.   Bat-Ø   [CP gurwan emegtei  huuhd-ig  Sendai yav-san  gej] 
       Bat-NOM   three  female  child-ACC  Sendai go-PERF  that 
       bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘Bat thinks that three girls went to Sendai.’ 
    b.   Dorji-Ø   ch  eCP  bodo-j   bai-gaa. 
       Dorji-NOM also     think-IMPF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) Dorji also thinks eCP.’ 
       (i) Dorji thinks that the three girls who Bat thinks that went to Sendai           
         went to Sendai. 
       (ii) Dorji thinks that three girls went to Sendai. 
(31)  a.   Bat-Ø   [gurwan  emegtei  huuhed-ees]  chokolad-ig   av-san. 
       Bat-NOM three   female  child-ABL   chocolate-ACC  take-PERF 
       ‘Bat received chocolates from three girls.’ 
    b.   Dorji-Ø   e  chiher-ig  av-san. 
       Dorji-NOM   candy-ACC take-PERF 
       ‘(lit.) Dorji received candies e.’ 
       (i) Dorji received candies from the three girls from whom Bat received           
         chocolates. 
       (ii) Dorji received candies from three girls. 
 
Both (30b) and (31b) allow quantificational reading. In the former, the set of girls who Bat 
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thinks that went to Sendai can differ from the set of girls who Dorji thinks that went to 
Sendai; in the latter, the set of girls from whom Bat received chocolates can differ from the set 
of girls from whom Dorji received cookies. These examples also support the idea that 
non-nominal arguments as well as nominal ones can undergo ellipsis in Mongolian.
8
 
 
3.6  Sluicing 
     Recall that sluicing is an elliptical construction which involves a wh-remnant followed 
by an elliptical constituent as in (32). 
 
(32)  a.   He is writing something, but you can’t imagine what he is writing. 
    b.   He is writing something, but you can’t imagine what ∆.   (Ross 1969: 252) 
 
As noted in chapter 1, “sluicing” can also be observed in Mongolian as in (32c) and (33c). 
 
(32)  a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP Oyuna-g   yu-g    zeelle-sn-ig    ni] 
       but   I    Oyuna-ACC  what-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what Oyuna borrowed.’ 
                                                 
8
 Saito (2007) and Takahashi (2006, 2010) argue that non-nominal arguments in Japanese can also undergo 
ellipsis, too. 
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    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
(33)  a.   Bat-Ø   Darhan yav-san  yum_shig  bai-gaa. 
       Bat-NOM Darhan go-PERF  I.heard   be-NPST 
       ‘I heard that Bat went to Darhan.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP ter hezee  Darhan yav-sn-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    he when  Darhan go-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know when he went to Darhan.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP hezee-g   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    when-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know when.’ 
 
(32c) and (33c) both include incomplete embedded clauses, but we can interpret these 
sentences in the same way as (32b) and (33b). Here, in addition to the PPC, the remnants are 
yu ‘what’ and hezee ‘when’ respectively, which indicates that adjuncts as well as arguments 
can be remnants in Mongolian SLC. 
     There are some distinctive properties in the SLC in Mongolian. First, remnants seem 
not to exhibit case-matching effects. Ross (1969) shows that wh-remnants in sluicing must 
agree in Case with their correlates. For example, he uses German sluicing examples and 
illustrates this effect with the verbs schmeicheln ‘flatter’, which assigns dative Case to its 
object as in (34a), loben ‘praise’, which assigns accusative Case as in (34b), and wissen 
‘know’, which also assigns accusative Case as in (35). 
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(34)  a.   Er will   jemandem  schmeicheln, aber sie  wissen nicht, 
       he wants  someone.DAT flatter     but  they know  not 
       {*wen/wem}. 
       who.ACC/who.DAT 
       ‘He wants to flatter someone, but they don’t know who.’  (Ross 1969: 253) 
    b.   Er will   jemanden   loben,  aber sie  wissen nicht, 
       he wants  someone.ACC praise  but  they know  not 
       {wen/*wem}. 
       who.ACC/who.DAT 
       ‘He wants to praise someone, but they don’t know who.’  (Ross 1969: 254) 
(35)  Sie wissen {*der Antwort/die Antwort}   nicht. 
    he know   the answer.DAT/the answer.ACC not       (Merchant 2001: 43) 
 
The wh-remnants in (34a) and (34b) apparently occupy the object position of the verb wissen 
‘know’, so one might expect that they would be assigned accusative Case. The remnant in 
(34b) actually bears accusative Case, but the one in (34a) bears dative Case, contrary to the 
prediction, and it instead agrees in Case with its correlate jemandem ‘someone’. Merchant 
(2001) proposes the generalization on this fact as in (36). 
 
(36)  Case-matching 
    The sluiced wh-phrase must bear the case that its correlate bears. 
(Merchant 2001: 91) 
 
If this line of reasoning is correct, the wh-remnant in (34b) is not assigned accusative Case by 
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the verb wissen ‘know’ but agrees in Case with its correlate jumanden ‘someone.ACC’. Let us 
then consider the SLC in Mongolian. As illustrated in the following examples, Mongolian 
SLC seems not to show this Case-matching effect between wh-remnants and their correlates. 
 
(37)  a.   Hen_negen-Ø  ene  nom-ig   zeelle-sen. 
       someone-NOM  this  book-ACC  borrow-PERF 
       ‘Someone borrowed this book.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP hen-Ø    ene  nom-ig   zeelle-sn-ig    ni] 
       but   I    who-NOM  this  book-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know who borrowed this book.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP hen*-Ø/-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    who-NOM/ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know who.’ 
(38)  a.   Bat-Ø   hen_negen-d ene  nom-ig   ug-sun. 
       Bat-NOM someone-DAT this  book-ACC  give-PERF 
       ‘Bat gave this book to someone, but…’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP ter hen-d   ene  nom-ig   ug-sn-ig     ni] 
       but   I    he who-DAT this  book-ACC  give-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘I don’t know to whom he gave this book.’ 
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    c.   Gevch, bi [CP hen*-d/-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    who-DAT/ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘I don’t know to whom.’ 
 
In (37c), the wh-remnant has to bear accusative Case, though its correlate in (37a) hen_negen 
bears nominative. Also, the wh-remnant in (38c) has to bear accusative Case regardless of the 
dative Case of its correlate. Although I do not have the concrete explanation for these facts, I 
have clearly shown that Mongolian SLC does not obey the generalization in (36).
9
 
     Second, copulas can optionally appear in Mongolian SLC as in (39). 
 
(39)  a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-not 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
                                                 
9
 If we add gedeg ‘as for’, the Case matching effect can be observed as in (i) and (ii). 
(i) a.  Hen_negen-Ø  ene nom-ig   zeelle-sen. 
    someone-NOM  this book-ACC  borrow-PERF 
    ‘Someone borrowed this book.’ 
  b.  Gevch,  bi  [CP hen-Ø   ge-dg-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
    but   I    who-NOM  say-HBT-ACC 3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
    ‘(lit.) As for who, I don’t know.’ 
(ii) a.  Bat-Ø   hen_negen-d ene nom-ig   ug-sun. 
    Bat-NOM  someone-DAT this book-ACC  give-PERF 
    ‘Bat gave this book to someone.’ 
  b.  Gevch,  bi  [CP hen-d   ge-dg-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
    but   I    who-DAT  say-HBT-ACC 3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
    ‘(lit.) As for who, I don’t know.’ 
Since I do not have any concrete idea, I will leave this for future research. 
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    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-Ø/*-g    bai-sn-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-NOM/ACC be-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
With (39a) as its antecedent, (39c) as well as (39b) is an appropriate sequence, which 
indicates the optional presence of copulas in Mongolian SLC.
10,11
 
     Third, Mongolian SLC exhibits sloppy identity as illustrated in (40). 
 
(40)  Bat-Ø  [CP uuri-n   huuhed-Ø  hen-ig  tsohi-son-ig  ni]   med-j 
    Bat-NOM  self-GEN child-NOM who-ACC hit-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-IMPF 
    bai-gaa  ch,  Oyuna-Ø  [CP hen-ig  ni]   med-eh-gui. 
    be-NPST  but  Oyuna-NOM   who-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
    ‘Bat knows who self’s child hit, but Oyuna doesn’t know who.’ 
    (i) ‘…, but Oyuna doesn’t know who his (Bat’s) child hit.’ 
    (ii) ‘…, but Oyuna doesn’t know who her (Oyuna’s) child hit.’ 
 
(40) is ambiguous in that its second conjunct either means that Oyuna doesn’t know who 
Bat’s child hit or that Oyuna doesn’t know who Oyuna’s child hit. The availability of the 
second interpretation ensures that sloppy identity is possible in Mongolian SLC. 
     Fourth, the SLC in Mongolian is compatible with non-wh remnants as in (41).
12
 
                                                 
10
 For some unknown reason, when we insert the copula bai into the sluiced clause, the Case of remnants 
must be in nominative Case. 
11
 Daiko Takahashi (p.c.) pointed out that we might not say the copula bai is optional because the 
Case-marker of the remnant must be nominative when the copula exists. I will leave this for future 
research. 
12
 In (41b), the remnant sushi does not manifest any Case-markers, and the sentence becomes deviant if we 
attach the accusative Case-marker to it. I will leave this fact for future research. 
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(41)  a.   Bat-Ø  [CP Ceren-ig  uchigdur Sendai-d  uhri-n   hel-ig 
       Bat-NOM  Ceren-ACC yesterday Sendai-LOC cow-GEN tongue-ACC 
       id-sen   gej]  bodo-j  bai-gaa. 
       eat-PERF that  think-INF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) Bat thinks that Ceren ate cow tongue in Sendai yesterday.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP sushi  gej]  bodo-j bai-gaa. 
       but   I    sushi  that  think-INF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) But, I think that sushi.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP unudru  gej]  bodo-j  bai-gaa. 
       but   I    today   that  think-INF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) But, I think that today.’ 
 
In (41b) and (41c), in addition to the complementizer, non-wh phrases, sushi and unudru 
‘today’, are remnants respectively. Although both sentences involve the incomplete embedded 
clauses, we can interpret the former to mean that I think that Ceren ate sushi in Sendai 
yesterday and the latter to mean that I think that Ceren ate cow tongue in Sendai today. 
Therefore, we may conclude that Mongolian SLC allows non-wh phrases to be remnants. 
     Finally, not only a single remnant but also multiple ones are possible in Mongolian SLC 
as in (42) and (43). 
 
(42)  a.   Bat-Ø   hen_negen-d hen_negen_zuil-ig ug-sun. 
       Bat-NOM someone-DAT something-ACC  give-PERF 
       ‘Bat gave something to someone.’ 
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    b.   Gevch, bi [CP hen-d   yu-g    ni]    med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    who-DAT what-ACC  3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
       ‘(lit.) But, I don’t know to whom what.’ 
(43)  a.   Bat- Ø    haa_negtee-gees  yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Bat-NOM  somewhere-ABL  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Bat borrowed something from somewhere.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP hezee  haana-as  yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    when  where-ABL what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘(lit.) But I don’t know when from where what.’ 
 
In (42), in addition to the PPC, hen ‘who’ and yu ‘what’ exist as remnants, and so are hezee 
‘when’, haana ‘where’, and yu ‘what’ in (43). Furthermore, multiple remnants are not 
restricted to wh-phrases as illustrated in (44). 
 
(44)  ?Bat-Ø  [CP Oyuna-g  uchigdur Sendai-d  uhri-n   hel-ig    id-sen 
    Bat-NOM  Oyuna-ACC yesterday Sendai-LOC cow-GEN tongue-ACC eat-PERF 
    gej]  bodo-j  bai-gaa  ch,  bi  [CP unudru  sushi  gej]  bodo-j 
    that  think-INF be-NPST  but  I    today   sushi  that  think-INF 
    bai-gaa. 
    be-NPST 
    ‘(lit.) Bat thinks that Oyuna ate cow tongue in Sendai yesterday, but I think that today           
    sushi.’ 
 
Here, non-wh phrases, unudru ‘today’ and sushi, and the complementizer are remnants. From 
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these observations, we may conclude that multiple remnants are allowed in Mongolian SLC, 
whether they are wh-phrases or not. 
 
3.7  Cleft 
     The basic configuration of the cleft construction in Mongolian can be illustrated as in 
(45). 
 
(45)  a.   Oyuna-Ø   tort-ig    id-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  cake-ACC  eat-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna ate a cake.’ 
    b.   Oyuna-gin id-sen   ni    tort-Ø. 
       Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM 
       ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
(45b) is the cleft construction which corresponds to (45a). The element which precedes the 
PPC is the presupposition and the one which follows it is the focused element (c.f. Hashimoto 
2006). The subject in the presupposition usually bears genitive Case. 
     There are some distinctive properties in Mongolian cleft sentences. First, the pivot must 
be in nominative Case as in (46b). 
 
(46)  a.   Bat-Ø   Oyuna-d  nom-ig   ug-sun. 
       Bat-NOM Oyuna-DAT book-ACC  give-PERF 
       ‘Bat gave the book to Oyuna.’ 
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    b.   Bat-in   Oyuna-d  ug-sun   ni    nom-Ø/*-ig. 
       Bat-GEN Oyuna-DAT give-PERF  3rd.PPC book-NOM/ACC 
       ‘It is the book that Bat gave to Oyuna.’ 
 
The verb ug ‘give’ assigns accusative Case to its direct object and dative Case to its indirect 
object as in (46a). Therefore, we predict that the pivot in (46b) bears accusative Case, but this 
prediction is actually not borne out. 
     Second, the pivot can accommodate wh-phrases as in (47). 
 
(47)  Ta_nar-in   hamgin  (undru) ni    hen-Ø   be? 
    you.PL-GEN  most   tall   3rd.PPC who-NOM  Q 
    ‘Who is it that is the tallest of you?’             (Hashimoto 2006: 17) 
 
Here, the pivot is the wh-phrase hen ‘who’, and the sentence is grammatical. This indicates 
that both wh- and non-wh phrases can be focused in Mongolian cleft sentences. 
     Third, copulas can optionally follow the pivot as in (48). 
 
(48)  a.   Oyuna-gin id-sen   ni    tort-Ø    bai-na. 
       Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM  be-PRES 
       ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
    b.   Oyuna-gin id-sen   ni    tort-Ø    bai-san. 
       Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM  be-PERF 
       ‘It was the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
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In (48a) and (48b), the copulas are accompanied with present and perfective markers 
respectively. It is assumed that the insertion of copulas contributes to the emphasis of tense 
(c.f. Sanžeev 1972 and Hashimoto 2004). 
     Fourth, adjuncts cannot be in the pivot as illustrated in (49). 
 
(49)  *Oyuna-gin  ene  nom-ig   hudaldag-av-san  ni   uchigdur. 
    Oyuna-GEN  this  book-ACC  buy-take-PERF   3rd.PPC yesterday 
    ‘It was yesterday that Oyuna bought this book.’ 
 
The word uchigdur ‘yesterday’ is an adjunct because it is not selected by predicates. 
Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (49) may indicate that adjuncts are incompatible with 
Mongolian cleft sentences. 
     Finally, more than one element cannot occur in the pivot as illustrated in (50). 
 
(50)  a.   *Bat-Ø  ug-sun   ni    Oyuna(-d) nom(-ig). 
       Bat-NOM give-PERF  3rd.PPC Oyuna-DAT book-ACC 
       ‘(lit.) It is to Oyuna books that Bat gave.’ 
    b.   *Ug-sun   ni   Bat-Ø  Oyuna(-d) nom(-ig). 
       give-PERF  3rd.PPC Bat-NOM Oyuna-DAT book-ACC 
       ‘(lit.) It is Bat to Oyuna books that gave.’ 
 
In (50a), there are two elements in the pivot, Oyuna and nom ‘book’; in (50b), there are three 
elements, Bat, Oyuna, and nom ‘book’. The ungrammaticality of (50a) and (50b) may then 
show that multiple cleft is impossible in Mongolian. 
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3.8  Summary 
     In this chapter, we have seen the following properties in Mongolian:  
 
(i)  The basic word order of Mongolian is SOV. 
(ii)  Mongolian is one of the wh-in-situ languages. 
(iii)  Personal Possessive Clitic possesses a number of functions. 
(iv)  A type of the embedded clause, the object clause, is distinctive at least in two points:      
   subjects can bear three Cases (accusative, genitive, and nominative), and accusative      
   Case markers are attached onto the verb. 
(v)  Mongolian exhibits no agreement between arguments and predicates. 
(vi)  It allows both local and long-distance scrambling. 
(vii) It is one of the pro-drop languages. 
(viii) It allows argument ellipsis. 
 
In addition, I have shown the following properties with respect to “sluicing” and cleft in 
Mongolian: 
 
Distinctive Properties of Mongolian “Sluicing”: 
(i)  Mongolian sluicing does not exhibit Case-matching effects. 
(ii)  It can optionally accommodate copulas. 
(iii)  It exhibits sloppy identity. 
(iv)  It can accommodate non-wh remnants. 
(v)  It can accommodate multiple remnants. 
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Distinctive Properties of Mongolian Cleft: 
(i)  The pivot must bear nominative Case. 
(ii)  It can accommodate wh-phrases. 
(iii)  Copulas can optionally follow the pivot. 
(iv)  Adjuncts cannot be in the pivot. 
(v)  Multiple cleft is impossible. 
 
In the next chapter, I will consider some of these facts in detail and would like to argue that 
Mongolian SLC should not be derived from cleft, contra the proposals in Kizu (1997) and 
Craenenbroeck and Lipák (2007, 2009). 
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Chapter 4 
Discrepancies between Sluicing and Cleft in Mongolian 
 
4.1  Mongolian Sluicing = A Concealed Cleft? 
     In the previous chapter, I showed that SLCs can be observed in Mongolian as in (1). 
 
(1)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP Oyuna-g   yu-g    zeelle-sn-ig    ni] 
       but   I    Oyuna-ACC  what-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what Oyuna borrowed.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
Although the embedded clause in (1c) is incomplete, it has the same interpretation as (1b). 
Recall that Kizu (1997) and Craenenbroeck and Lipák (2007, 2009) claim that “sluicing” in 
wh-in-situ languages such as Japanese is uniformly derived from cleft. Under their proposals, 
the SLC in Mongolian should also be derived in this way since it is one of the wh-in-situ 
languages as shown in section 3.1. 
     Let us review the cleft analysis of “Japanese sluicing”. Building on Nishiyama, 
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Whitman and Yi (1996), Saito (2004) proposes that the sluiced clause of the second conjunct 
in (2) is derived as in (3). 
 
(2)   John-wa  [CP zibun-ga  naze sikarareta   ka]  wakattenai ga, 
    John-TOP    self-NOM why was.scolded  Q   knows.not  but 
    Mary-wa [CP naze ka] wakatteiru. 
    Mary-TOP   why Q  knows 
    ‘John doesn’t know why he was scolded, but Mary knows why.’ 
    (i) … Mary knows why he (=John) was scolded. 
    (ii) … Mary knows why she (=Mary) was scolded.      (Takahashi 1994: 268) 
(3)   …, Mary-wa [CP [CP OPi [TP zibun-ga ti  sikarareta]   no]-ga  naze 
      Mary-TOP        self-NOM   was.scolded  that-NOM why 
    (da)  ka]  wakatteiru. 
    be  Q   knows 
 
The embedded clause in (3) is the cleft construction, and the presupposition CP is elided by 
the operation called argument ellipsis, not the replacement by pro. This is because the second 
conjunct in (2) exhibits the sloppy reading that Mary knows why Mary was scolded: the 
possibility of this interpretation could not be explained under the pro-based cleft analysis as 
discussed in section 2.2.1. 
     Recall that Mongolian SLC also exhibits sloppy identity as in (4). 
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(4)   Bat-Ø  [CP uuri-n   huuhed-Ø  hen-ig  tsohi-son-ig]  med-j 
    Bat-NOM  self-GEN child-NOM who-ACC hit-PERF-ACC know-IMPF 
    bai-gaa  ch,  Oyuna-Ø  [CP hen-ig  ni]   med-eh-gui. 
    be-NPST  but  Oyuna-NOM   who-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
    ‘Bat knows who self’s child hit, but Oyuna doesn’t know who.’ 
    (i) ‘…, but Oyuna doesn’t know who his (Bat’s) child hit.’ 
    (ii) ‘…, but Oyuna doesn’t know who her (Oyuna’s) child hit.’ 
 
Here, the second conjunct can mean that Oyuna doesn’t know who Oyuna’s child hit as well 
as that Oyuna doesn’t know who Bat’s child hit. In addition, as discussed in section 3.5, 
Mongolian allows argument ellipsis, too. Therefore, we could in principle argue that the 
second conjunct in (4b) would be derived in the same way as (3).
1,2
 
 
(5)   …Oyuna-Ø   [CP [uuri-n   huuhed-in  tsohi-son ni]    hen-ig 
     Oyuna-NOM     self-GEN  child-GEN  hit-PERF  3rd.PPC  who-ACC 
     ni]   med-eh-gui. 
     3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
 
Here, the bracketed presupposition would be elided by argument ellipsis, and the resulting 
surface string corresponds to the second conjunct in (4). This analysis is preferable in that it 
could capture the availability of sloppy identity in Mongolian SLC. 
     Furthermore, the analysis of Mongolian SLC in (5) has two empirical advantages over 
the wh-movement analysis. First, it can account for the fact that Mongolian SLC is able to 
                                                 
1
 We omit the movement of null operators simply because it is irrelevant to our discussion here. 
2
 Whether the PPC is in the presupposition is not clear. For some relevant discussion, see section 4.2.1. 
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accommodate non-wh remnants as illustrated in (6) and (7). 
 
(6)   a.   Bat-Ø  [CP Ceren-ig  uchigdur Sendai-d  uhri-n   hel-ig 
       Bat-NOM  Ceren-ACC yesterday Sendai-LOC cow-GEN tongue-ACC 
       id-sen   gej]  bodo-j  bai-gaa. 
       eat-PERF that  think-INF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) Bat thinks that Ceren ate cow tongue in Sendai yesterday.’ 
    b.   Gevch, Oyuna-Ø  [CP sushi  gej]  bodo-j bai-gaa. 
       but   Oyuna-NOM   sushi  that  think-INF be-NPST 
       ‘(lit.) But, I think that sushi.’ 
(7)   Oyuna-gin  id-sen   ni   tort-Ø. 
    Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM 
    ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
The embedded clause in (6b) only contains a non-wh phrase and a complementizer, but it can 
mean that Oyuna thinks that Ceren ate sushi in Sendai yesterday. The grammaticality of (6b) 
then shows that Mongolian SLC is compatible with non-wh remnants. Although the 
wh-movement analysis has to predict that remnants must be wh-phrases and cannot 
accommodate the grammaticality of (6b), the cleft analysis can naturally capture this fact 
since, under this analysis, the remnant of the SLC corresponds to the pivot of cleft and the 
cleft construction in Mongolian can take non-wh phrases as the pivot as in (7). 
     Second, the cleft analysis can accommodate the optional presence of copulas in 
Mongolian SLC as shown in (8) and (9). 
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(8)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-not 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-Ø/*-g    bai-sn-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-NOM/ACC be-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
(9)   Oyuna-gin  id-sen   ni   tort-Ø    (bai-san). 
    Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM  be-PERF 
    ‘It was the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
As shown in (8b) and (8c), copulas can optionally appear in Mongolian SLC. In addition, (9) 
indicates that they can optionally take place in the cleft construction in Mongolian, too. 
Therefore, if the SLC in Mongolian involves cleft sentences as its underlyng source, the 
optional presence of copulas in both constructions can be naturally captured. On the other 
hand, the underlying source of Mongolian SLC under the wh-movement analysis cannot 
accommodate the copula as illustrated in (10). 
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(10)  Gevch, bi  [CP yui-g    Oyuna-g  ti  zeelle-sen   (*bai-sn-ig) 
    but   I    what-ACC  Oyuna-ACC   borrow-PERF be-PERF-ACC 
    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
    3rd.PPC know-INF-not 
    ‘But, I don’t know what Oyuna borrowed.’ 
 
In (10), the wh-phrase yu ‘what’ has moved to [Spec, CP] from the object position of the verb 
zeelle ‘borrow’. The fact that copulas cannot appear in this configuration suggests that the 
wh-movement analysis could not explain the optional occurrence of copulas in Mongolian 
SLC. We may take this as another argument for the cleft analysis. 
 
4.2  Some Arguments against the Cleft Analysis of the Mongolian Sluicing 
     Although the discussion so far seems to support the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC, 
there are some discrepancies between the SLC and cleft in Mongolian. In the following 
subsections, I will provide some data which are incompatible with the cleft analysis, and 
argue against the claim that “sluicing” in wh-in-situ languages is uniformly derived from cleft 
(Kizu 1997 and Craenenbroeck & Lipák 2007, 2009, among others). 
 
4.2.1 The Function and the Distribution of Personal Possessive Clitic 
     So far, I have just noted that the PPC appears in “sluicing” and cleft in Mongolian, but 
it is in fact obligatory as shown in (11) and (12). 
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(11)   a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g   *(ni)]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
(12)  Oyuna-gin  id-sen   *(ni)   tort-Ø. 
    Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF  3rd.PPC  cake-NOM 
    ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
If we omit the PPC from (11) and (12), the sentences will be ungrammatical. This obligatory 
presence of the PPC in Mongolian “sluicing” and cleft apparently supports the idea that they 
are closely connected, but there is an argument against such a view. Hashimoto (2006) argues 
that the PPC in Mongolian cleft functions as a focus marker and is closely connected to the 
following pivot. Let us suppose so. Then, if the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC were on the 
right track, the PPC should precede remnants of the SLC in Mongolian. However, this is not 
the case as shown in (13). 
 
(13)  *Gevch, bi  [CP ni   yu-g    (ni)]  med-eh-gui. 
    but   I    3rd.PPC what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
    ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
(13) is the surface string which would be predicted by the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC, 
but the sentence is ungrammatical. This clearly demonstrates that the obligatory presence of 
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the PPC in Mongolian “sluicing” and cleft does not support the cleft analysis. 
     Then, the question arises what function the PPC in Mongolian SLC possesses. Let us 
consider the following paradigm: 
 
(14)  a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP Oyuna-g  yu-g    zeelle-sn-ig    (ni)] 
       but   I    Oyuna-ACC what-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC 
       med-eh-gui. 
       know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what Oyuna borrowed.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g   *(ni)]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    d.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    bai-sn-ig   (ni)]  med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  be-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    e.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    zeelle-sn-ig    (ni)]  med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  borrow-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    f.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ge-dg-ig    (ni)]  med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  say-HBT-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘(lit.) But, as for what (Oyuna borrowed), I don’t know.’ 
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(14b) suggests that the PPC is optional in the non-elided counterpart to Mongolian SLC; (14c) 
indicates that it becomes obligatory in the SLC; (14d-f) shows that it becomes optional when 
we insert verbal nominals to the “sluiced” clause. From these observations, we may conclude 
that the PPC in (14c) is functionally somewhat equivalent to verbal nominals, which change 
the categorical status from verbals to nominals. I therefore tentatively claim that the PPC in 
Mongolian SLC functions as a nominalizer, not a focus marker as in the cleft construction. If 
this line of reasoning is correct, it provides an argument against the cleft analysis of the SLC 
in Mongolian. 
 
4.2.2 The Distribution of Copulas and Copula Particles 
     As shown in chapter 2, copulas can optionally appear in Japanese SLC as shown in 
(15). 
 
(15)  John-ga   dareka-o   kubinisita rasii kedo, 
    John-NOM  someone-ACC fired   seem but 
    boku-wa [CP dare-o  (da) ka]  wakaranai. 
    I-TOP     who-ACC be  Q   know.not 
    ‘It seems that John fired someone, but I don’t know who.’   (Shimoyama 1995: 4) 
 
Here, the embedded clause of the second conjunct can optionally involves the copula da ‘be’. 
This fact is naturally accounted for under the cleft analysis since the copula can also 
optionally appear in the cleft-based underlying source of Japanese SLC as in (16). 
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(16)  …, boku-wa [CP [TP [CP John-ga   kubinisita no]-ga  dare(-o)  (da)] ka] 
      I-TOP        John-NOM  fired   that-NOM who-ACC be  Q 
    wakaranai. 
    know.not 
    ‘…, I don’t know who it is that John fired.’ 
 
(16) represents the second conjunct of (15) under the cleft analysis, where the occurrence of 
the copula is optional. Therefore, if the cleft construction such as (16) is the underlying source, 
the optional presence of the copula in Japanese SLC can be naturally captured. 
     Let us next consider copulas in Mongolian. The main copular verb in Mongolian is bai 
‘be’. Sanžeev (1972) argues that we use the copula bai mainly in order to indicate 
tense/aspect as illustrated in (17a) and (17b). 
 
(17)  a.   Dorji-Ø   bagsh-Ø    bai-na. 
       Dorji-NOM teacher-NOM  be-PRES 
       ‘Dorji is a teacher.’                  (Hashimoto 2004: 93) 
    b.   Dorji-Ø   bagsh-Ø    bai-san. 
       Dorji-NOM teacher-NOM  be-PERF 
       ‘Dorji was a teacher.’                        (ibid.) 
 
If we omit the copulas from the sentences in (17), the information about tense will be lost. 
According to Binnick (1979), the copula bai can be replaced by so-called copular particles 
such as yum and mön, and in fact we can use them instead of the copulas in (17a) and (17b). 
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(18)  Dorji-Ø   bagsh-Ø    yum/mön. 
    Dorji-NOM teacher-NOM  be/be 
    ‘Dorji is a teacher.’ 
 
In (18), yum and mön function as copulas (i.e. a conclusion) instead of the copula bai in (17).
3
 
     Both copulas and copular particles can be observed in Mongolian cleft constructions as 
in (19). 
 
(19)  Oyuna-gin  id-sen   ni   tort-Ø    bai-na/yum/mön. 
    Oyuna-GEN eat-PERF 3rd.PPC cake-NOM  be-PRES/be/be 
    ‘It is the cake that Oyuna ate.’ 
 
Leaving aside the semantic differences, we can understand from the grammaticality of (19) 
that both copulas and copular particles can optionally follow the pivot of Mongolian cleft 
constructions.
4
 
     Then, if we adopt the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC, both of them should be able to 
follow the remnant of “sluicing”. This prediction, however, is not borne out as illustrated in 
(20).
5
 
                                                 
3
 They are called copular particles since they are not verbs, unlike the copula bai. For some discussions, 
see Hashimoto (2004). 
4
 As for the semantic differences among bai, yum, and mön, see Hashimoto (2004). 
5
 Daiko Takahashi (p.c.) pointed out that the ungrammaticality of (22d) might be attributed to the 
incompatibility between copular particles and embedded clauses. For example, in Japanese, some type of 
copulas such as desu cannot appear in embedded clauses, unlike the copula da. 
(i) a.  Gakusei desu/da. 
    student  be/be                         (Yanagida 2005: 80) 
  b.  *[CP Gakusei  *desu/da to]  omoi-masu. 
      student   be/be  that  think-HON 
    ‘(I) think that (he/she) is a student.’                       (ibid.) 
However, copular particles, yum and mön, can appear in embedded clauses. 
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(20)  a.   Oyuna-Ø   yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Oyuna-NOM  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Oyuna borrowed something.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-not 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    c.   Gevch, bi [CP yu-Ø    bai-sn-ig   ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-NOM  be-PERF-ACC 3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
    d.   *Gevch, bi [CP yu(-g)    yum/mön  ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    what-NOM  be     3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘But, I don’t know what.’ 
 
Abstracting away from the Case marker of the remnant wh-phrase yu, (20b) and (20c) suggest 
the optional presence of copulas in Mongolian SLC, and the ungrammaticality of (20d) 
indicates the incompatibility between the SLC in Mongolian and copular particles. Therefore, 
the application of the cleft analysis to Mongolian SLC seems implausible since it could not 
account for the ungrammaticality of (20d). 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
(ii) Bi [CP Oyuna-g   bagsh-Ø   yum/mön gej]  hel-sen. 
  I    Oyuna-ACC  teacher-NOM be/be   that  say-PERF 
  ‘I said that Oyuna is a teacher.’ 
The grammaticality of (ii) indicates that the ungrammaticality of (22d) cannot be simply attributed to the 
incompatibility between them. 
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4.2.3 The (Im)possibility of Multiple Sluicing and Multiple Cleft 
     The last argument against the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC is related to the 
(im)possibility of multiple sluicing and multiple cleft in Mongolian. Takahashi (1993, 1994) 
shows that not only one element but also multiple ones can be remnants in “Japanese 
sluicing” as illustrated in (21). 
 
(21)  a.   John-ga  [CP dareka-ga    nanika-o    katta  to]  itta. 
       John-NOM   someone-NOM  something-ACC bought that  said 
       ‘John said someone bought something.’ 
    b.   Mary-wa [CP dare-ga   nani-o   ka] siritagatteiru. 
       Mary-TOP   who-NOM  what-ACC  Q  wants.to.know 
       ‘(lit.) Mary wants to know who what.’         (Takahashi 1994: 285) 
 
With (21a) as its antecedent, (21b) is grammatical, where two wh-phrases and the Q-marker 
are involved in the embedded clause, and it can mean that Mary wants to know who bought 
what. 
     If we adopt the cleft analysis of Japanese SLC, multiple sluicing such as (21b) should 
derive from multiple cleft. Some works (Koizumi 1995, 2000, Takano 2002, among others) 
argue that more than one element in fact can be focused in Japanese cleft constructions as in 
(22). 
 
(22)  a.   John-ga   Mary-ni   hon-o    age-ta. 
       John-NOM  Mary-DAT  apple-ACC  give-PST 
       ‘John gave a book to Mary.’ 
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    b.   John-ga   Mary-ni   age-ta   no-wa   [hon-o]   da. 
       John-NOM  Mary-DAT  give-PST that-TOP  book-ACC  be 
       ‘It is [a book] that John gave to Mary.’ 
    c.   John-ga   age-ta   no-wa   [hon-o   Mary-ni]  da. 
       Mary-NOM give-PST that-TOP  book-ACC  Mary-DAT  be 
       ‘(lit.) It is [a book to Mary] that John gave.’       (Takano 2002: 246) 
    d.   Age-ta  no-wa   [John-ga  hon-o    Mary-ni]  da. 
       give-PST that-TOP  John-NOM  book-ACC  Mary-DAT  be 
       ‘(lit.) It is [John a book to Mary] that gave.’             (ibid.) 
 
In (22b), the direct object hon ‘book’ is focused; in (22c), the dative object Mary as well as 
the direct object is focused; in (22d), the subject John as well as the direct and indirect objects 
is focused. The grammaticality of (22c) and (22d) indicates that Japanese multiple sluicing 
can involve multiple cleft as its underlying source; for example, the underlying source of the 
multiple sluicing construction in (21b) could be (23). 
 
(23)  Mary-wa [CP [TP [CP katta  no]-ga  dare-ga   nani-o   (da)  ka]] 
    Mary-TOP      bought that-NOM who-NOM  what-ACC  be  Q 
    siritagatteiru. 
    wants.to.know 
 
If the presupposition CP is elided either by argument ellipsis or the replacement by pro and 
the copula da is dropped, the surface string in (21b) is obtained from (23). 
     Recall that Mongolian also allows multiple sluicing as shown in (24) and (25). 
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(24)  a.   Bat-Ø   hen_negen-d hen_negen_zuil-ig ug-sun. 
       Bat-NOM someone-DAT something-ACC  give-PERF 
       ‘Bat gave something to someone.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP hen-d   yu-g    ni]    med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    who-DAT what-ACC  3rd.PPC  know-INF-NEG 
       ‘(lit.) But, I don’t know to whom what.’ 
(25)  a.   Bat- Ø    haa_negtee-gees  yamar_negen_zuil-ig  zeelle-sen. 
       Bat-NOM  somewhere-ABL  something-ACC    borrow-PERF 
       ‘Bat borrowed something from somewhere.’ 
    b.   Gevch, bi [CP hezee  haana-as  yu-g    ni]   med-eh-gui. 
       but   I    when  where-ABL what-ACC  3rd.PPC know-INF-NEG 
       ‘(lit.) But I don’t know when from where what.’ 
 
With (24a) and (25a) as their antecedents, (24b) and (25b) are grammatical. In the former, the 
embedded clause consists of two wh-phrases hen ‘who’ and yu ‘what’ and the PPC; in the 
latter, the embedded clause contains three wh-phrases hezee ‘when’, haana ‘where’, and yu 
‘what’ and the PPC. The grammaticality of (24b) and (25b) suggests that not only one 
remnant but also multiple ones can appear in “Mongolian sluicing”. 
     Then, if we adopt the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC, it is expected that Mongolian 
allows multiple foci in the cleft construction in the same way as Japanese since such an 
analysis should derive multiple sluicing from multiple cleft. However, this prediction is not 
borne out as illustrated in (26c) and (26d). 
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(26)  a.   Bat-Ø   Oyuna-d  nom-ig   ug-sun. 
       Bat-NOM Oyuna-DAT book-ACC  give-PERF 
       ‘Bat gave a book to Oyuna.’ 
    b.   Bat-in   Oyuna-d  ug-sun   ni    [nom-Ø]. 
       Bat-GEN Oyuna-DAT give-PERF  3rd.PPC book-NOM 
       ‘It is [a book] that Bat gave to Oyuna.’ 
    c.   *Bat-in  ug-sun   ni    [nom(-ig)  Oyuna(-d)]. 
       Bat-GEN give-PERF  3rd.PPC book-ACC  Oyuna-DAT 
       ‘(lit.) It is [a book to Oyuna] that Bat gave.’ 
    d.   *Ug-sun   ni   [Bat-Ø  nom(-ig)  Oyuna(-d)]. 
       give-PERF  3rd.PPC Bat-NOM book-ACC  Oyuna-DAT 
       ‘(lit.) It is [Bat a book to Oyuna] that gave.’ 
 
The cleft construction (26b) is grammatical, where only the direct object nom ‘book’ is in the 
pivot. On the other hand, (26c) and (26d) are ungrammatical, where more than one element is 
in the pivot. The ungrammaticality of (26c) and (26d) suggests that multiple foci in 
Mongolian cleft sentences are impossible, which leads to an argument against the cleft 
analysis of Mongolian SLC. More specifically, if we adopt such an analysis, the possibility of 
multiple sluicing in Mongolian could not be accounted for. 
 
4.3  Summary 
     In this chapter, I have shown that Mongolian SLC should not derive from cleft, though 
it is apparently possible. There are three arguments. First, the function and the distribution of 
the PPC in Mongolian SLC differ from the ones in the cleft construction. Since the PPC 
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appears both in Mongolian “sluicing” and cleft obligatorily, they are apparently closely 
connected. However, such a view seems implausible. Hashimoto (2004) argues that the PPC 
in Mongolian cleft functions as a focus marker and is closely connected to the following pivot. 
Therefore, if the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC were correct, the PPC should precede the 
remnant of “sluicing” since, under such an analysis, the pivot of cleft corresponds to it. 
However, this prediction is not borne out, which indicates the implausibility of the cleft-based 
analysis of the Mongolian SLC. Second, the distribution of copular particles in the SLC 
differs from the one in cleft. Although copular particles such as yum and mön ‘be’ can follow 
the pivot of cleft, they are not able to follow the remnant of “sluicing”. If Mongolian SLC 
involves the cleft construction as its underlying source, copular particles should be able to 
follow the remnant of “sluicing”, too. The last argument against the cleft analysis of 
“Mongolian sluicing” is relevant to the (im)possibility of multiple sluicing and multiple cleft. 
If we adopt the cleft analysis of “sluicing”, it is predicted that multiple sluicing derives from 
multiple cleft. This is not the case in Mongolian, however. Although Mongolian allows 
multiple occurrences of remnants in “sluicing”, it does not allow multiple elements to appear 
in the pivot of cleft. Therefore, the cleft analysis of “Mongolian sluicing” could not explain 
the possibility of multiple sluicing. These facts not only show that the cleft analysis of the 
SLC in Mongolian is implausible but also require a reconsideration of the claim that 
“sluicing” in wh-in-situ languages universally derives from cleft (Kizu 1997, Craenenbroeck 
and Lipák 2007, 2009).
6
 
 
 
                                                 
6
 In Sakamoto (2011), based on the data in chapter 3, I offered two more arguments against the cleft 
analysis of Mongolian SLC: the distribution of Case-markers and the behavior of aduncts. However, they 
turned out to be implausible; specifically, when we embed the cleft construction, the problems I gave are 
remedied. Therefore, I omitted them in this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
 
     In this thesis, I have shown some novel data from the Khalkha dialect of Mongolian and 
argued, in comparison with Japanese “sluicing” and cleft sentences, that Mongolian SLC 
should not derive from cleft. 
     In chapter 2, I first overviewed Takahashi’s (1993, 1994) wh-movement analysis of 
Japanese SLC. Building on Takahashi’s (1993) conclusion that Japanese has optional 
syntactic wh-movement, he claims that the derivation of Japanese SLC is the same as the one 
of English sluicing under the PF-deletion analysis (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001, among many 
others) in that it involves wh-movement to [Spec, CP] followed by TP-deletion, which obeys 
the generalization on ellipsis proposed by Lobeck (1990, 1995) and Saito & Murasugi (1990): 
only agreeing heads can license ellipsis. However, there remain several problems with respect 
to the optional presence of copulas and non-wh remnants. Next, I reviewed Nishiyama, 
Whitman and Yi’s (1996) and Saito’s (2004) analyses of Japanese SLC: based on the 
similarities between Japanese “sluicing” and cleft, they argue that Japanese SLC is not a 
genuine sluicing and it actually derives from cleft (pseudo-sluicing in Merchant 1998). This 
analysis is preferable in that it could overcome the problems which the wh-movement analysis 
has to face. Moreover, I introduced Kizu’s (1997) and Craenenbroeck and Lipák’s (2007, 
2009) claim that “sluicing” in wh-in-situ languages universally derives from cleft. 
     Chapter 3 has shown some (basic) properties of the Khalkha dialect of Mongolian, 
which has not been seriously studied within the framewaork of generative syntax. The 
properties which I illustrated include word order, wh-phrases in-situ, Personal Possessive 
Clitic (PPC), the absence of agreement, pro-drop, argument ellipsis, “sluicing,” and cleft. The 
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properties of Mongolian SLC which I showed are as follows: (i) It does not exhibit 
Case-matching effects; (ii) It can optionally accommodate copulas; (iii) It exhibits sloppy 
identity; (iv) It can accommodate non-wh remnants; and (v) It can accommodate multiple 
remnants. Mongolian cleft sentences exhibit the following properties: (i) The pivot must bear 
nominative Case; (ii) It can accommodate wh-phrases; (iii) Copulas can optionally follow the 
pivot; (iv) Adjuncts cannot be in the pivot; and (v) Multiple cleft is impossible.  
     In chapter 4, I first illustrated the possible application of the cleft analysis to Mongolian 
SLC. Based on the possibility of pro-drop and argument ellipsis in Mongolian, I showed that 
the cleft analysis could apparently apply to Mongolian SLC in the same way as the one of 
Japanese SLC proposed by Nishiyama, Whitman and Yi (1996) and Saito (2004). However, I 
offered some arguments against such an approach in terms of the function and the distribution 
of the PPC, the distribution of copulas and copular particles, and the (im)possibility of 
multiple sluicing and multiple cleft. I have shown that these arguments seem to suggest the 
implausibility of the cleft analysis of Mongolian SLC and require a reconsideration of Kizu 
(1997) and Craenenbroeck and Lipák’s (2007, 2009) claim that “sluicing” in wh-in-situ 
languages is uniformly derived from cleft. 
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